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ABSTRACT 
The basic question that this study set out to answer was why there are 

disparities between knowledge of HIV and AIDS and behavior change 

among the youth in Kenya. The overall objective of this study wa to 

investigate the role of interpersonal communication in shaping and 

influencing behavioral responses to possible risks of HIV infection among 

the youth with a view to identifying the existing gaps. 

The study was guided by the Social Construction Theory and the Symbolic 

Interaction Theory. The study was conducted among students 

secondary schools ln Lang'ata District, Nairobi 

d ign w ffilX d m thod nlit tiv d t 

of 340 r pond nl u ing lf- mini 

for the surv y were ·elected um multi-· 

Qualitative data were collec ed from focu 

informants. Participants in the FGD and th 

purposively. Ten FGD ach vith i ht p rti 

inform nt w r in rvi r d. 

ri 11 
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nt 
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11 

di u l 11 
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The study found that the youth use interpersonal communication to 

engage in discourses that generate meanings, interpretations and 

understanding of HIV and AIDS with their peers. The int rpersonal 

discourses generated form a common stock of lay knowledge from which 

the youth made decisions about their behavioral responses to HIV and 

AIDS. 

The study concluded that the HIV and AIDS preventive behaviors are not 

only the outcome of an individual decision but are "rational" decisions 

stemming from a blending of lay discourses juxtaposed with limited bio-

medical knowl dge. Ther for , int rp r on 1 

m di in m m di c mp n ' inf1u n 

li f . 

The study recommended that media initiati 

young people's exchanges be u ed a ch nn 

AIDS preventiv me a 

part of th youth ' di 

bli h h 

n 

b cau 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Background of the Study 

More than 60 million people worldwide have been infected with the HIV 

virus since the beginning of the epidemic, and nearly 30 million have 

died of AIDS (UNAIDS, 2010). In 2009, there were an estimated 33.3 

million people living with HIV, 2.6 million new HIV infections, and 1.8 

million AIDS-related deaths. The African region was the most affected, 

wh ere 1.8 million people acquired the virus in 2009 (UNAIDS, 2010) . An 

estimated 1.3 million people in Africa who died of HIV-r la ted illn ss s in 

200 a ount d for 72 p r nt of th glob 1 d th f 1. illion 

r u l of th IIIV pid mi (WII 2 1 ). 

Th Unit d Nations Popula ion Fund' r p r (2 ) · h \ d lln.t • 1 

b million young peopl 

the end of 2007. In 2007 alone, ther 

while two million HJV- r 1 t d d h 

timat d that bout half o 

youn p pl 

tim t d t b livin with lll 

.7 milli n n \'Ill 

rt d 

\ dd id n 

tiou 1 

lu t 

h 



people every single minute. Often, these young people may not perceive 

themselves to be at risk (UNAIDS, 2010). 

The United Nations General Assembly Special Session on HIV and AIDS 

(UNGASS) Declaration of Commitment on HIV and AIDS (July 2002) set 

the target of reducing HIV prevalence by 25 percent among 15- 24 year 

olds by 2010 globally (UNESCO, 2002). According to the 2010 report on 

the global AIDS epidemic released by the joint United Nations Program of 

HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS), young people aged 15- 19 accounted for about 

40 percent of new infections. Young people are particularly vulnerable to 

HIV infection for many reasons, including g , biological and 

p ycho o i 1 d v lopm nt, 1 ck f ompr h n ion to lf-ri k, 

orm h t m k i difficult for th II 11 1 

r produc iv h al h, nd p r pr ·ur ' hi h · il innu n U tlt it 

ways that can increa e th ir ri k (U AID , 20 1 0) . 

world wid ocial ph nom non i no 

world tod o 

d 

n 

ll 

t) . ln om 
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1.1 Prevalence of HIV and AIDS in Kenya 

The first HIV case was diagnosed in Kenya in 1984 and since that time, it 

is estimated that over 1.5 million people have died due to AIDS related 

illnesses, resulting in 1.8 million children being orphaned. It is further 

estimated that 1.6 million people in Kenya were living with HIV by 2009 

(NACC, 2010). 

In the 1990s, HIV spread rapidly in Kenya - reaching prevalence rates of 

20 - 30 percent in some antenatal care (ANC) sites - with major social 

and economic impact a t all levels of society. In 1999, the government of 

Kenya declared HIV a national d isaster and stabli h d th N tional 

AIDS Control Council (NACC) to impl m nt multi- tor n tionnl 

r p n y c ordin tin lw lin tht 

p riod ' 2000 to 2005 d 2005 I to 2 I 1 (N ). ' tn 

th national adult HIV pr val nc dropp , nt t u 1 7. 

percent in 2007 (KAIS, 2007; KDH , 2 0 I ). ~md 

AIDS prevalence rate i ju t b lo · th t of th ub- h I'm li i nn 

r gion, that i , 6.3 p rc nt comp to 7.5 nt ( H 1 ). 

Unlik U I t llllll\1\ll ll 



The highest rates of infection were initially concentrated among the 

marginalized and special risk groups but in the last decade the impact of 

HIV and AIDS epidemic has been mixed; new infections are occurring 

among the sub-groups hitherto assumed to be safe as well a s those 

considered vulnerable and high-risk groups (NACC, 2010) . For instance, 

in spite of all the efforts - including the social marketing of condoms -

there was little behavior change reported among the youth. Young people 

continued to expose themselves to unprotected sex (KAIS, 2007; KDHS, 

2008/09; NACC, 2010) . 

1.1.1 Prevalence of HIV and AIDS among the youth in Kenya 

Th tr nd in I IIV preval nee among th youth d 15 1 y w 

captur d by the 2003 K nya D mogr phic 11 lth th 

2007 Kenya AIDS Indicator Survey report and th 200 I 0 11 r rL. 

According to the three national surve s, HIV pr al n in 2003 l H 

report was 1.6 percent, 2.3 percent in KAI 2007 r port and 1.7 p r nt 

in the 2008-09 KDHS report. Thi tr nd ho\ · d th t HI in~ 

increased b tween th 003 nd n thi gr up . 

The KDH 

xu 1 in 

u J u u h 

ll l 

lin tt 



Okigbo et al. (2002) pointed out the knowledge - behavior gap in AIDS 

communication which they said was at the heart of the difficulties in 

containing the epidemic among the youth. Nzioka (2004) noted that early 

sexual debut and premarital sex among the youth in Kenya exposed 

them to not only sexually transmitted diseases but also to HIV and AIDS. 

He observed that despite high levels of knowledge concerning the 

protective value of condoms and other contraceptives, unprotected sex 

was still a common feature. 

The governmen t introduced an in tegrated HIV and AIDS education 

progra m in various subjects like Biology, Agricultur , History, L n guag s 

and R ligiou education in th year 2000 in h ol n gun 

t a l. , 2009) . Th obj cliv of th pr r m 1 II f 

n cessary knowledge and skill about HIV 1d ' U ' II 

transmitted diseases; appreciation of th fact ' and i · u 

and AIDS and sexually transmitted di a ntif · appropriut sour 

of information on HIV and related i u ; m k d i ion • b ut p r nul 

and social b havior tha t r due 1 k f Hl • n th r , ru 11 

tran mitt d in~ tion ( I 1 n t • l .' ). 
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lifestyles that were compatible with prevention attitude and practice in 
relation to HIV and AIDS prevention (Likoye, 2004). The knowledge which 
was envisaged by the current HIV and AIDS program in schools therefore 
had not brought about positive behavior change to the students 
(Ongunya, et al., 2009). 

Scholars say that there is a mismatch between HIV and AIDS program 
objectives and behavior change among the youth (Ongunya et al. 2009). 
They state that there is a gap between the objectives and actual HIV and 
AIDS education program delivery and beh avioral ch anges among the 
youth in secon dary schools. Th ere is an d th r for to dd r s th is g p 
b tw n HIV and AID knowl dg nd b h V1 r m n th ou th it 

cond ry chool . A UNF A (2007) ob rv , 

not liabilitie , and their voic n d to h rd nd h ir 

cultivated so that they can be instrument of hang . 

1.1.2 HIV and AIDS in Secondary School in N irobi 

of HI in ion in Airi • h. 1 d t n 

incr d int r t in u. 1 ' h tt 

mo un 
l int tim • 

t tt I \ ' 



In their examination of premarital sexual activity among school 
adolescents in Kenya, Kiragu & Zabin ( 1993) reported that 69 percent of 
male and 27 percent of female secondary school students were sexually 
experienced, and of these, 53 percent of males and 45 percent of fem ales 
reported at least four sexual partners in their lifetime. Kabiru & Orpinas 
(2009) found that about half of the boys and girls in secondary schools in 
Nairobi had already initiated sexual activity. They also found that 
adolescent s in co-educational schools (schools that admit both boys and 
girls) were more likely to be sexually experienced than adolescents in 
single-gender schools. 

According to Onguny t al. (2009), th r i mi m t 1 b t n IllY 

d AID program obj ctiv and b h vi r ch 

scholars say that ther is a gap b tw n th pro r 1 li ·, lh 

actual HIV and AIDS education program d li ry and b h viorul han 

among the youth in secondary school . Ther 

address this gap between HIV and AID kno 1 d 

th youth in condary ch ool . 

Wh il ho h n 1 n 

u 1 

n d th r for to 

1d b h< ior among 

1 • th It t n t 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

The Kenya National HIV and AIDS Communication Strategy for Youth 
(NACC, 2008) , shows that the majority of the youth have heard about 
HIV and AIDS but many of them do not believe themselves to be at risk. 
Further, the youth lack adequate decision - making skills or the ability to 
adopt safer sexual behaviors. Information alone has not led to behavior 
change among young people. There is need therefore for greater attention 
to be focused on addressing the contextual realities faced by young 
people with regards to the decisions they make about their sexual 
beh avior. 

Scholars ob rv th t m aning , p r ption , ndin nd 
knowl dg of th world not pr -giv n, bu r th r 

(Burry, 1986; Nzioka, 2004). This is v h ial di ur · · n d 
constructions about HIV and AIDS among oung p 

mediating the impact of HIV and AIDS pr v nti 

purpose of this study was therefor to . plor 

betwe n knowl dg of HI and b h 

cont xt of th rol o int 

ll pit 1 i 1 I 

r imp rlanl in 

ampaign ·. Th 

r di pariti 

th uth in th 



young people continue to engage in risky sexual practices that might lead 

to high rates of infection of STis and HIV. This is the knowledge -

behavior gap in HIV and AIDS communication that this study sought to 

investigate in the context of the role of interpersonal communication. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of interpersonal 

communication in shaping and influencing behavioral responses to 

possible risks of HIV infection among the youth in Kenya. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

(i) To th 1 v 1 of kn wl d f lllV AI Lb 

youth 

(ii) To investigate hO\ oung p opl p r d :1 hor lh ir 

self-protection from possible ri ks of HI 

(iii) To find out how in erper onal communi ti n inform nd 

influence b ha ·oral r p n t HI mong th 

•outh. 

1. u n 

1) m 

ll 



(iii) How do the youth anchor their self-protection against HIV 
infections? 

(iv) How does interpersonal communication shape and influence 
behavioral responses to HIV and AIDS among the youth? 

1.5 Justification of the Study 

Scholars agree that the ongoing HIV and AIDS epidemic prevalence rates 
are evidence of the failure of many preventive and educational efforts. 
Among the youth, it is appears evident that providing HIV and AIDS 
information is not enough to change unsafe practices. More complex 
psychosocial processes, mainly still unexplor d, m to influ n th 
fficacy f du ation bout h alth ri k minimiz tion. Thi tud provid d 
n oppor unity to t bli h how o ri i th 

knowl dge (about th di ease and how to oid it) nd 

From the findings of the stud , appropriat r 

made that are useful to Governm nt polic ' m 

interventionists for tr ngth nin communi tion 

HIV and AID pr ntion mp 

h lth p li ' n p m 

c mmuni 

1 

h lth 

nun nd· tJon ' r 

pl nn r and 

gi 111 

ull int 1m publi 

I I ' . nd I 11 



The findings of this study may be helpful in determining the 

communication needs of the youth and therefore provide ways in which 

HIV communication interventions can be effectively packaged with the 

knowledge, consultation and participation of young people. 

The study findings may also inform the academy so provoke them to 

think of more relevant, context sensitive models of health 

communication. Stakeholders such as the government and NGOs should 

receive information regarding areas that need more attention and 

resources in the fight against HIV and AIDS. The fmdings have helped to 

identify areas for further research in field of h ealth communi ation. 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The focus of this study was on th rol of i t rp on 1 mmuni 

in shaping and influencing behavioural r ·pon · HI 

among the youth in Ken a. The tud · wa ondu t d in all pu li 

secondary schools in Lang'ata Di trict airobi ount . 

It n il d th ~ llowin 

• Hl ' 11 on • 

• 



• An investigation on the role of interpersonal communication in 

shaping and informing behavioural responses to HIV and AIDS 
among the youth 

1. 7 Study Assumptions 

This study was guided by the following assumptions: 

(i) Young people create their own social knowledge of HIV 
and AIDS 

(ii) Most young people do not perceive themselves to be at 
risk of HIV infection 

(iii) lnl rp r on 1 communic ti n it fl 1 n 
b h vioural r pon to HIV d 

1. 7 Limitations of the Study 

This study was limited to in-school tud n in publi ndar ' h ol 

in Lang'ata District, an urban c ntr . A furth r tud , hould b 

conduct d to includ rural hool . Th . tu m in ludt ·1mpl 

of young p opl 'ho th h 



2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter focuses on scholarly works that address the social 

discourses and interaction among the youth and how these influence 

their behavioral response to HIV and AIDS media messages. It begins 

with a look at the context of HIV and AIDS communication among the 

youth in Kenya. This is then followed by a review of the literature based 

on the objectives of the study. 

2.2 The context of HIV and AIDS Communication among the youth 

in Kenya 

Th N ion 1 AI Con r 1 Council (N 

k hold r in th national HIV d AID r ·p 

Kenya National HIV and AIDS Communic tion 

11 II · b r· l i 1 \ it h 

ftr ·t 

• ~ 1 h • ' ulh in 

2008 (NACC, 2008). This trategy emphasiz th u of ommuni uti n 

approache to address all a p ct of pr ' ntion nd u port a ' 11 

as mitigation of ocial- conomi imp Hl t\1 Ill 11 

p opl . T purpo of th t id tl t 

p 

1 



During the development of this strategy, various issues emerged that can 

help improve HIV and AIDS communication programming in Kenya 

(NACC, 2008). These are: 

(a) Involvement of Young People: Young people are not adequately 

involved in the design and implementation of communication 

program engaging them; hence they are not effectively influencing 

their communication choices. Additionally, there are perception 

differences between rural and urban areas in understanding some 

messages. 

(b) Coordination of Mass Media Campaigns: There are various 

information sources for the youth on HIV and AIDS but, at th 

am tim , th youth ignific ntly difC r in th f 

communic lion ch n nd m . Tl 

program , ar ba d on xi ·ting r r du li h 

designed along the Ab tin nc , 8 f i hful and nd m 

theme and do not adequate! ' incorp01 al r al li~ ·ittnll n . 

(c) Message Content: In orne in t nc , 8 m rib d 

for young p opl rithout n ultin th m • bout ' h t th 

con r to b 

(d) : 11 l 11\t dt • ll 

h l t 

h 



With regard to knowledge of HIV and AIDS, the strategy notes that, 

although the majority of the youth have heard about AIDS, many still do 

not believe themselves to be at risk of HIV infection. In addition, the 

youth lack adequate decision - making skills or the ability to adopt safer 

sexua l behaviors. The strategy rightly observes that information alone 

will not lead to behavior change among young people. Instead, greater 

attention must be focused on addressing the contextual realities faced by 

Kenya 's young people. 

Th e government, acad emics and civil society are still searching for n ew 

solutions to wh at a ppears to b an old probl m. Chang n d s to b 

na t d from in titutional, gov mm ntal, nd ommunit l 

Di logu nd p r icip ory communic·:t i uld 

m an of social change, through proc ' f d linin 

what they want and how to go abou g tting wh· t U1 '' nl ( 

al, 2002). 

HIV and AIDS communi tion on th _. uth 

from d b t about 

op 

l 

l t t 1 l 



requires addressing social issues such as norms and values, stigma and 
discrimination, power relations and repressive domination within a 
specific cultural, political and economic context (Lie, 2008). 

2.3 Characteristics of Interpersonal Communication 

Beebe, et al, (1996) describe interpersonal communication as a written or 
oral communication that occurs in a one-on-one or group setting. It is a 
means of relating to different people in different situations, and making 
them feel at ease. Interpersonal communication occurs when one or more 
people interact more simultaneously and mutually influence each other. 
Oladimeji (2005) regards interpersonal communication s th li£ blood of 

any tran a tion. 

Borch r (1999) discu s s int rp r ·onal mmu 

different persp ctives. He observes th t int 

interactants are in clos ph •sical proxirni ·, m n 

u ed, and fe dback imm di t • 

int rp r on communi n m n 

pi h h 

o h r uni 

n o • 

n rr m l\ 

mmum ali n 

~ rts th t 

t l t 

tit ( I \ lt \ 



substitute or thrive without it. For any activity or venture to succeed, the 

exchange of ideas or information must be given due attention. 

Interpersonal communication describes participants who are dependent 

upon one another. It can involve one on one conversations or individuals 

interacting with many people within a society. It helps to understand 

how and why people behave and communicate in different ways to 

construct and negotiate a social reality. 

Interpersonal communication is the process that we use to communicate 

over ideas, thoughts and feelings to another p rson. It includes message 

sending and message reception betw n two or mor individual . Thi 

can includ all a p ct of communic tion uch li t nin , p r u di1 , 

a rting nd nonv rbal communic tion. 

A primary concept in interp r onal mmuni 'l ti n al 

communicative acts when there ar ~ w individu. 1 d. 

interp r onal communication a urn th t th th 

and th m 
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through a wide variety of verbal and nonverbal cues. The functions of 
interpersonal communication include the following: 

(i) Gaining information we engage in interpersonal 

communication so that we can gain knowledg about another 

individual. We attempt to gain information about others so that 

we can interact with them more effectively. We can better 

predict how they will think, feel and act if we know who they 

are. We gain this information passively by observing them; 

actively, by having others engage them; or interactively, by 

engaging them ourselves. Self-disclosure is often used to get 

information from anoth r person. 

(ii) Building cont xt of und r tandin - w in 

int rp r on 1 communic tion t 

wh t omeon ay in gi n c n ·t. Th 

mean very different thing d p ndin on h w h 
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interpersonal needs. These are the needs of inclusion, control 

and affection. 

2.3.2 Interpersonal Communication and behavior change 

Interpersonal communication is the most effective means in influencing 

the behavior of an individual or a small group of people because of the 

following reasons: 

(i) the message is delivered by a person who belongs to that particular 

group to whom the message is constructed 

(ii) the content of message is harmonized with local culture, traditions, 

norms and values 

(iii)Inl rp r onal communic tion h 

w y of ddr in h n 1 1v 

(iv) lnl rp r onal communication 
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2.4.1 Assessment of HIV and AIDS knowledge among the youth 

The Kenya Demographic Health Survey reports of 2003 and 2008109 

gave a trend in knowledge of HIV prevention methods among the women 

and men aged 15 - 19 years. According to the KDHS report (2003), 58 

percent of women and 70 percent of men had heard of HIV. The KDHS 

2008/09 report gave the percentages of HIV knowledge at 99 percent for 

women and 100 percent for men of the same age bracket. In average, 

knowledge of HIV prevention methods among women and men aged 15-

19 years was 62 percent. 

According to the KDHS report (2003), women and m n g d 15 - 1 

y ar who kn w th t th y could r due h ri k f ttin AI v.iru b 

u ing condom h h d xu I i 

and 72 p rc nt r 'P ctiv ly. In comp 
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percent of men while the 2008/09 KDHS report showed an increase of 

this knowledge to 88 percent for women and 90 percent for men. 

In addition those who rejected misconceptions about HIV and AIDS w r 

84 percent women and 85 percent men (KDHS 2008/09). The percentage 

of women and men aged 15 - 19 years who knew that AIDS cannot be 

transmitted by mosquito bites was 77 and 82 respectively. Those who 

knew that AIDS cannot be transmitted by supernatural means stood at 

91 percent for women and 95 for men. The youth also knew that a 

person may not become infected by sharing food with a person who had 

AIDS. Data from KDHS (2003) showed that 50 p r nt of worn n and 65 

p rc nt of m n kn w of th mi cone ption bout LV tr n mi ion nd 

pr v ntion. Th 

mosquito bites or sharing utensil· \ ith om on \ i h 

knew that a healthy looking person could ha 1 

of this knowledge stood at 88 percent for wom 11 .. nd 1 r 11l ~ r m 11 

aged 15 - 19 years (KDH 2008/0 ). 
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modes of transmission have not translated to a dramatic behavior 

change as more and more young people have continued to engage in 

risky beh avior leading to high rates of infection. 

Mulwo and Tomaselli (2009) carried out a study about the perils of 

moralistic discourses in HIV prevention campaigns among university 

students which involved seven campuses at three universities in 

KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. They analyzed the interpretative positions 

students take in relation to abstinence-only messages, and how these 

affect the m eaning formation and relevance of ab stin en ce within the 

students' social n tworks. 

Th tudy ugg t h th pr 

m ss g · through morali tic cod 
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A similar study done by Sifunda et al. (2006) observes that socio-cultural 

meanings and terminology of diseases are important in understanding 

how different groups perceive and interpret illness. The study looked at 

social construction and cultural meanings of STI/HIV-relat d 

terminology among Nguni-speaking inmates and warders in four South 

African correctional facilities. 

It reiterates the need for cultural sensitivity in order to appreciate the 

extent to which cultural characteristics, experiences, norms, values, 

behavioral patterns and beliefs of selected populations should be 

incorporated in the design, d liv ry and valuation of targ t d h alth 

promotion m t ri 1 and progr m . in thi tud w arri d out in 

outh Africa, udy w 

th youth interpr t HIV m sag ' and ho" hi 
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(about the disease and how to avoid it) and safe practices. The present 

study sought to bridge this identified gap by investigating how knowledge 

of HIV and AIDS informs HIV risk perceptions among the youth. 

Kermyt and Bentel (2007) point out that the youth who are in school may 

have more exposure to HIV and AIDS education and prevention methods 

than the youth who are not in school. The authors also observe that the 

youth have continued to engage in high risk HIV and AIDS behaviors 

despite their knowledge about HIV and AIDS prevention methods. 

Kagawa-Singor and Kassim-Lakka (2003:578) agree with Sifunda et al. 

(2006) when they say that 'every cultur d fin wh t h alth i for its 

m mb r , d t rmin th ti lo of di th p.r 

wi hin which di d fin d • I pt ~{1 i :.; th 

appropriat mean to tr at the di ord rb th m 11 n 

The "In Schools Program" facilita ed b • Copp 1 lt H L lth E u 1t1 n 

Project (CHEP) in Zambia r cogniz th im rt n. id 1m n t 
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place at individual level but in circulated culture and in shared beliefs 

(Govender, 2010). 

Most of the studies that focused on the relationship between social 

construction of HIV and AIDS and safe behaviors studied marginalized 

segments of the population (needle users, gay men, people in Western 

societies, and so forth; e.g., Marston, 2004; Holt & Stephenson, 2006) 

rather than on the more common targets of health education messages 

(see Kitzinger, 1994; Allen, 2003; Morrison, 2004). It follows that scant 

attention has been paid to young people's discourses about HIV and 

AIDS in developing societies, and on how th dis our s play a 

m di ting rol in th tr 1 tion of h th kn wl d (i .. , bo 1t th 

di nd how it i r n mitt d) int (i. 

2.4.2 Perceptions of HIV ri k among th youth 
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According to Tsasis & Nirupama (2008), risk perception varies in that 

risk perception is linked to an individual's pre-disposition to be risk-

averse or risk-seeking and to the individual's knowledge regarding the 

object or situation at hand. The authors say that the proc ss of 

negotiating risk demonstrates how people organize their universe 

through cultural and social biases and choose what to fear based on 

their way of life and patterns of cultural and social norms. These biases 

cause selective attention to risk and preferences for different types of risk 

taking behaviors, informed by an inherent compulsion to defend one's 

way of life. Although risk perception may be clouded by the individual's 

inability to accept the reality of risks that are involuntary, unfamiliar, 

and cata trophic, th probl m i no rily with th individu 1, but 

r th r with oci y 1 Nirup m , (2 ). 
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youth were aware that HIV and AIDS exist, but there existed an 

underestimation of personal risk. The study also found out that there 

was a significant relationship between the perception of HIV and AIDS 

among the youth and their sexual behavior. Whatever perceptions the 

youth had about HIV and AIDS would influence how they behaved 

sexually. 

This implied that there was a significant and positive relationship 

between perceptions of HIV and AIDS risk and the sexual behavior of the 

youth. The scholars observed that the way the youth label, interpret, 

think and imagine issues related to HIV and AIDS is responsibl for the 

abnorm 1 mod of xu 1 b h vior. Th y furth r th t th 

p rc nt f youth w xu l1 

high ri k xual b havior. Odu d nk· nl ) di 

investigat how the youth construe HI ri 'k r pllon ' hi h " , h 

o/ subject of the present study. 
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Perception of risk is a key determinant in the Health Belief Model (Janz & 

Becker, 1984) and the Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen & Fishein, 

1980) . The argument is that people use condoms (or have only one 

partner or postpone sexual initiation) if they think the costs of the 

potential illness outweigh the costs of buying condoms, and overcoming 

reluctance to wear a condom. Scholars argue that these models that are 

based on rational, logical thought processes also acknowledge that 

emotion (self-efficacy and self- esteem) may have a mediating effect on 

the r isk perception, but the mechanism behind this emotion has not 

been examined (Sobo, 1995; J essor, 1998). 

Th o t low ri k of HIV in~ ction r h n th t n t t u 11 

ctiv . Adol c n n un dult m tl J n 

Tom lli t al. (2002) ugg ·t d that thi u did n 1 q 11r 
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The aim of the study was to assess the HIV and AIDS knowledge and 

sexual behavior amongst the students. The findings indicated a relatively 

low behavioral response in spite of the high levels of HIV a nd AIDS 

awareness. The study found out that there was infrequent use of 

condoms and other contraceptives and that a significant proportion of 

adolescents had two or more lifetime sexual partners. The findings of this 

study support those of Ongunya et al. (2009) who found that there was a 

mismatch between HIV and AIDS program in Kenya's secondary schools 

and beh avior change. As such, the study found that there was minimal 

beh avioral response to HIV and AIDS prevention. 

HIV nd AID knowl dg i an important comp n nt f HIV nd AT 

ri k pr v nti n th t m y influ n n h i h r 1 k 

b havior. In th ir study carri d out am on 

South Africa, Kermyt & 8 utel (2007) found th 
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HIV among the youth. This meant that there seemed to exist a gap 

between the objectives and actual HIV and AIDS education program 

delivery and behavioral changes among the youth in secondary schools. 

The HIV and AIDS communication strategy (2008) for youth noted that 

with regard to knowledge of HIV and AIDS, majority of the youth had 

heard about this epidemic but they did-not believe themselves to be at 

risk. The communication strategy called for greater attention to be 

focu sed on addressing the contextual realities fa ced by Kenya 's young 

people (NACC, 2008) . 

2.4.4 The role of Communication in HIV and AIDS b h vior ch n 

Tom lli t 1. (2002) rgu d th h 

campaign that had d mon ·trabl d Hl r nd 

worldwide, yet such campaigns r main d th r m· n 
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Swanepoel (2007) said that mass mediated campaigns formed important 

components of HIV and AIDS prevention and support programs as they 

aimed to persuade those at risk to practice safer sex, go for HIV test and 

utilize the available care and support infrastructure should they test HIV 

positive. Behavioral indicators suggest, though, that these campaigns are 

not optimally functional, even if one acknowledges the need for policies 

and structural interventions to support the required behavioral changes. 

Swanepoel (2007) argues that there are fundamental problems in the 

design of the messaging of HIV and AIDS campaigns. One of these is the 

fact that the design of the message is still very much left to the "gut 

feelings" of campaign designers and copy writ rs. Y t, pro£ ssionally it 

would b in ppropriat to u ubj ctivity nd p r n 1 f lin t d ign 

HIV camp ign m g 

Albright (2007) suggests that research r mu t t k int n ·id r· Li n 
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Albright (2007) says that strategies that are designed to target the 

identified variables will likely be more successful. For example, people in 

their late teens are not as likely to respond to fear messages because 

developmentally at that age they are more likely to be in denial of their 

mortality (Albright 2007). As Albright puts it, AIDS messages n eed to be 

targeted to smaller groups or individuals because of the range of 

individual information needs and processes through which individuals 

make sense of their worlds and their realities. A mass media approach 

designed to change behavior is inadequate to provide incentive for all 

members of the society (Albright 2007). 

HIV and AID communic tion in K ny h b n pr vid d to in tituti.on 

lik chool , r ligiou org ni tion 
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Peer education as a strategy of HIV and AIDS prevention education has 

gained prominence and been used at workplaces, colleges, universities 

and social gatherings. The method has been found by some 

organisations to be practical and cost-effective while reaching a large 

number of people (Nduati & Kiai, 1996). A modification of peer education 

is the anti-aids clubs which can be started as extra-curricular activities 

in schools and in workplaces. The strength of the peer education 

approach lies in its ability to reach people through their own peers and 

this has contributed to its success especially in the workplaces (Nduati & 

Kiai, 1996). It has been recommended, however, that peer educators 

should be trained in the different communication m thod and strat gi 

in ord r to incr th ir f~ ctiv n (Ki i, 2 ). 

Another m thod which has prov d ~ ctiv in th di ' 1 

is that of group discussion where peer h d nth i 

experiences. Being with their peer allow th m o op nl' t lk ub ut 

subjects which would otherwi app r to b t b (N P, 1 c ). 
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education and communication (IEC) images in Kenya have presented 

conflicting messages in the text and visually. 

The mass media are important agents in communicating HIV and AIDS 

messages because they have the ability to influence public opinion and 

to stimulate debate. In addition, the media can be used for advocacy as 

they can sustain a topic or theme in the public forum for long periods of 

time. The main observation has been that the media are useful in raising 

HIV and AIDS awareness, but this awareness has not translated into 

beh aviou r change (Nzioka, 2004; Kiai, 2009; Ndeti, 20 11). 

According to UNICEF (2003), th r 1 owing b d of vid n tl t 

appro ch to HIV nd AID uch 

only on tran ·mi ion and pr v ntion of HI nd h· 111 

increas d levels of knowledge but hav h· d littl f~ t 
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acquire accurate information and skills relating to HIV and AIDS. Such 

approaches, however, the scholars argue, are being criticized for failing 

to take account of the contextual, environmental and structural factors 

influencing young peoples' choices, actions and behavior. 

In this study, Kiai et al. (2004) point out that effective communication for 

the youth such as behavior and attitude change is necessary if HIV and 

AIDS campaign activities are to achieve the desired results. They further 

add that while attempting to understand the communication needs of the 

youth in Kenya, it should be appreciated that the adolescent is a product 

of diverse socio-cultural background and onomi liD tyl s, which 

coll ctiv ly impact on th communic ion n It i thu import nt to 

id ntify th ch 11 ng 

cultural r aliti s in our oci ty, 'O a to d i n ff ti 

strategies for the youth on HIV and AID . 
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Muturi (2005) argues that reproductive health programs have used the 

mass media and other communication interventions to inform and 

educate the public about the disease and to promote behavior change 

and healthy sexual practices . Muturi 's research looks at the discrepancy 

in Kenya from a communications perspective addressing socio-cultural 

and related factors contributing to the lack of change in behavior and 

sexual practices. However, the study does not address interpersonal 

communication discourses of HIV and AIDS among the youth which this 

study examined. 

Obregon (2005) analyzes young viewer relate to health messag d aling 

with HIV and AID nd s xuality issu . Th tud ok t th pr n 

of m eli· f~ ct t attituclin nd 

construction of meaning among oung i 

viewers, both alternately and simultaneou 

health issues. These findings ha\' 
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2003). Several authors have applied this perspective to the study of 

media messages, claiming that the meanings of the media messages are 

symbolically constructed by becoming part of individual discourses 

(Kline, 2003; Kitzinger, 2007). Furthermore, some authors hav 

suggested that media messages themselves are forms of expert discourse 

that have precise sociopolitical meanings (Gwyn, 2002). 

2.4.5 Knowledge Gaps Emerging from the Literature Review 

The litera ture reviewed in this chapter brought to the fore a number of 

gap s that this study sought to investigate. 

Mu lwo & Tom a lli (2009) found th t HIV nd AID int rv n ti n 

progr m which focu don th i dividu n l;il I t 
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individual from making c rtain ke d ci ion . out 1 iih 
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Marston et al. (2004) suggested that most studies that focus on the 

relationship between social construction of HIV and AIDS and safe 

behaviors had targeted mostly marginalized segments of the population 

such as need users, gay men, among others. They argued therefore that 

little attention had been paid to the role played by social discourses in 

translating health knowledge about the disease into safe practices. 

Tsasis & Nirupama (2008) suggested that one's inability to accept the 

reality of risks was involuntary and was caused by the society in which 

they lived. The scholars supported the need to carry out a study to 

investigate how the youth shape and construct perception and how this 

con truction infiu nc th pr d of HIV nd AI 

nd kn wl d ' n 1 · U ' I 
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Toamselli et al. (2000) pointed out that most media campaigns had not 

been able to reverse HIV infection trends worldwide, yet they remained 

the centerpieces of many government responses. The authors say the 

problem lay in the assumption that knowledge and awareness led to 

behavior change. They called for a study to investigate the social contexts 

which appeared to frame the HIV pandemic but were never understood 

within the theoretical whole. 

This study was an attempt to investigate these emerging trends and 

knowledge gaps in the context of the role of interpersonal 

communication. 

2.5 Theoretical Framework 

Sin e HIV and AIDS was flrst r port d, bro· d-r 111 d 

on social psychological theories and model of b h \'101 h ._ ·u d 

to be effective in guiding communication appro ch to HI\ u.nd 
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have contributed to AIDS communication campaigns; they have not been 

reliable predictors of behavior change. They further posit that the 

theoretical models do not account for contextual and socio-cultural 

variables such as gender and racial or ethnic culture. The authors argue 

that although behavior and attitude change play a crucial role in the 

prevention of HIV and AIDS, such behaviors and attitudes are produced 

and reproduced by individuals living in larger communities and being 

impacted by cultural, economic, social, and political influences. 

Airhihenbuwa and Obregon (2000) agree with Melkote et al. (2000) that 

most theories and models used to develop HIV and AIDS communi ation 
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behavior in response to diagnosed illness, particularly compliance with 

medical regimens (Becker, 1974). For more than three decades, the 

model has been one of the most influential and widely used psychosocial 

approaches to explaining health-related behavior (Glanz et al. 1990). 

The theory assumes that individuals will take preventive actions (risk

reduction behaviors) when they are susceptible to a disease (self

perception of risk) and acknowledge the consequences as severe; taking 

preventive actions will be beneficial in reducing the threat of contracting 

the disease (e.g. condoms are effective against HIV infection and that 

their perceived benefits will be sufficient to ov rcom p rc iv d barri rs 

uch a co t or inconv ni nc of und r kin th 
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Kirscht and Rosenstock (1974) have pointed out that the model does not 

presuppose or imply a strategy for change. Although the model 

emphasizes the importance of knowledge, this is not a sufficient 

condition for behavior change. Both individual and socio-environmental 

factors should be targeted for health interventions. Since the HBM is a 

psychosocial model, it is limited to accounting for as much of the 

variance in individual's health-related behaviors as can be explained by 

their attitudes beliefs. It is therefore clear that other forces influence 

health actions as well. These factors include intrapersonal factors , 

interper sonal processes , institutional factors, community factors and 

public policy, including law (Jan z & Becker , 1984). 

Anoth r critici m 1 t.h t by focu in on th in 
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behavior. The theory predicts individual behavior by examining attitudes, 

beliefs, and behavioral intentions as well as observed and expressed acts. 

In this linear progression from attitude to action, a given behavior will be 

determined by an individual's intention. 

The strength of a person's intention to perform a specific behavior is a 

function of two factors: attitude toward the behavior and the influence of 

the social environment or general subjective norms on the behavior. 

Attitude toward the behavior is determined by an individual's belief that 

a given outcome will occur if he or she performs the behavior. In health 

ducation applications, outcomes may includ u h things sid ffects 

a ociat d with medication or th tim nd p r on~ 1 pro bl m th t 

p r on might confront in p ticip m in r ul· r h llh 

Social norm is d t rmin d b a p r on' norm 1v 
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2.5.3 The Social Learning Theory 

The Social Learning Theory (SLT) addresses both the psychosocial 

dynamics underlying health behavior and the methods of promoting 

behavior change (Glanz et al. 1990). The social learning (also called 

cognitive) theory (Bandura, 1986), postulates that an individual behavior 

is the result of the interaction among cognition, behavior, environment, 

and psychology. The cognitive version of this theory emphasizes what 

people think, that is, their cognitions and their effect on behavior. 

In this theory, human behavior is explained in terms of a triadic, 

dynamic and reciprocal model in which b havior, p rsonal fa tors 

(including cognition ), nd nvironm nt infl n all int r t to 

uniqu ly d t rmin n individu 1' b h vi r ( 1l· n% 1, 

the crucial personal factor ar th indi idu· 1' • p 

the meanings of behavior, to fores th outcom of 1 n 

patterns, to learn by ob erving oth r , to lf-d t rmm 1 r ulul 

behavior, and to r f1 ct and anal:z ri n ndu r l c ) . Th s 

id a have b n particul rl' 
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Although this model is believed to be very useful in HIV and AIDS 

communication campaigns in the United States, there remains the 

question about its relevance in cultures where individual decisions are 

the result of group norms whereby being individualistic is going against 

the grain (Airhihenbuwa & Obregon, 2000) . After all, the social learning 

is an individual psychological model of behavior change. In later studies 

Bandura (1998) advocates the need to focus on collective efficacy. 

2.5.4 Diffusion of Innovation Theory 

The Diffu sion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 1983) focu ses on the 

communication process by wh ich a new idea or product b com s known 

and u d by p opl in giv n popul tion. Th th r th t 

mer ing targ t group p rticip lion i · n 

ffici ncy of innovation d v lopm nt d h ff 

fforts (Glanz et al. 1990). Two rele ant pnn 

innovations widely used in AIDS campai n 

HIV and using opinion leader to influ nc ttitud 

How v r, dif u ion of in o tion h 
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In spite of its limitations, however, the use of opinion leaders in helping 

to shape culturally appropriate strategies is a component of diffusion of 

innovation that offers possibilities in HIV and AIDS communications. 

This is particularly salient since the content (focusing on a community 

interpretation of disease meaning rather than an imposed germ theory), 

context (relationships and negotiation in families and communities), and 

language (codes of elasticity of usage) of communication will be a factor 

in the outcome of HIV and AIDS prevention and care. 

The theories reviewed above which are commonly used in h ealth 

communication and promotion clearly show th t HIV and AIDS 

communication 1 oft n bas d on th b h vior nd m 

proce of th o-c 11 d r tion 1 individu 

linear path from awar n s · to at "tud 

decisions about preventing HIV and ID ar b d on 

that often mediate individual decision in w . · 

realize (Airhihenbuwa & Obregon, 2000; Oki o t 1. 

deci ion about HIV and ID 

not follow any pr -
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As Okigbo et al. (2002) say, for prevention campaigns to be successful, 

they must involve communication and education efforts that are properly 

planned and implemented with the peculiarities of the target audience in 

view. Sexual behaviors are cultural manifestations and are r flective of 

sub-cultures and idiosyncratic behaviors (Okigbo et al., 2002). This 

accounts for the widely acknowledged gaps between knowledge of HIV 

and AIDS and continuing engagement in risky sexual behavior. 

This study incorporated the elements of two distinct behavioral theories 

which are the Social Construction Theory and Symbolic Interaction 

Theory in order to make up for the inad quaci s of th abov di cuss d 

th ori Th two th ori s xplain how m ning , knowl d n 1 

d ci ion ci lly cr t d in v ry is 11 t h , 

ocial interactions within ocial group' 

is the knowledge that informs b havioral r pon 

2.5.5 The Social Constructionis Theory 

Berger and Luckmann' (19 0) oci 1 on tnt ti ni m h it t~ in 
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In social construction theory, the idea of an objectively knowable truth 

does not exist. Knowledge is constructed through social interpretation 

and the inter-subjective influences of language, family and culture 

(Hoffman, 1990) . The basic contention of social constructionism is that 

reality is socially constructed (Berger, 1967), that is, what we perceive as 

reality has been shaped through a system of social, cultural and 

interpersonal processes. There are four assumptions made by social 

constructionists: 

(i) The way we go about studying the world is determined by 

available concepts, categories , and m ethods. Our concepts often 

incline us toward or even dictate certain lin s of inquiry while 

pr eluding oth rs, m king our r ult th pr du t of mor of 

our lan ag th mpiric di 

(ii) The cone pts and cat gori ' U u 

meanings and connotation over tim 

(iii) The popularity or persistence of a parti 

or method depends more on it u fuln 

(iv) Description and plan tio 

form 
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interaction of the socio-cultural processes with the intrapersonal self 

(ideas, beliefs, history) that the construction of knowledge is nurtured. 

Persons are constructors of knowledge in their lives assisted by the 

prevalent discourses in their societies and cultures, and their own lif< 

experiences. 

Through social constructionism, researchers can look for diverse 

meanings of HIV and AIDS within and between social groups (Thomson, 

1992). Social construction theorists contend that physically identical 

sexual acts may have different social and personal meanings depending 

on how they are defined and understood in their diff< rent ultur s and 

hi torical p riod (Vane , 1991) . B id in flu ncin th w individu 1 

d fin and act on their b h vior , 

organiz and give meaning to coll 

hi t ri n tru tio1 

n n 

instance, constructions of sexual identiti , d finiti n id 

regulations (Vance, 1991). 
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constructed products of cultural and social arrangements (Turner, 1990). 

In the field of psychology and illness, Crystal & Jackson (1992) note that 

diseases are not mere biological entities but rather socially constructed 

phenomena. Concurringly, Crimp ( 1988:3) suggests that: "AIDS does not 

exist apart from the practices that conceptualize it, represent it and 

respond to it. We know AIDS only through those practices." 

HIV and AIDS as a disease of the society (Gatter, 1985) is typically 

constructed by a set of social, economic and political discourses (Cullen, 

1998) in which the media play a vital role (Lippmann, 1992). Social 

constructionist theory was used in this study to explain and und r tand 

how th youth construct r ality nd knowl dg nd th HIV nd AI 

ommuni alien and how u h c n truct d kn 

b h vioral respons . 

2.5.6 Symbolic Interaction Theory 

The term symbolic interactioni m wa coin db' H 
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the use of language; hence the term symbolic interactionism (Griffin, 

1997) . 

Symbolic interaction theory comes from the socio-cultural perspective in 

that it relies on the creation of shared meaning through interactions with 

others. This theory focuses attention on the way that people interact 

through symbols in order to give meaning to the world (LaRossa & 

Reitzes, 1993). According to this theory, meaning evolves from people's 

interactions with their environment and with other people. These 

interactions are subjectively interpreted . 

ym bolic interaction is the way w 1 arn to int rpr t nd giv m m to 

th world through our int r ction with th r . Tl th 

m aning is not inherent in obJ ct '. M m 'ri' '111 h 

interaction between people, that is, it tak pi· 111 til n r 

relationships. During such interaction , human b ing t to\ "lrd thin ~, 

on the basis of meanings that th ·a n to th m. In th nt t ol thi, 

tudy, it is the knowl dg and und din th t th · uth qui1 

about HIV and AID •hich i o on m. 



there) but they do become intemalized within us to the extent that these 

perceptions and definitions of reality appear as if they are objective facts. 

Ultimately, the shared expectations which are established through our 

interactions with others shape our behavior and establish our routines. 

Constructs for this theory include creation of meaning, social norms, 

human interactions, and signs and symbols. Littlejohn and Foss (2006) 

suggest that reality is not an objective set of arrangements outside of us 

but is constructed through a process of interaction in groups, 

communities and cultures. This theory was u sed in this study to explain 

h ow young people create meaning during int rp r onal communication 

Littlejohn and Foss (2006) suggest that th ' two 

show that our meanings for words and obj ct ar t d 

to our actions within situations. A communicator \ · h \ nnn 

socially constructed meanings from ' ·hich ' · dr ' · in und 

r spon to vent . Th human mind i n. lm u tl ort ut 
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Within this frame, the youth interact socially and adjust behavior in 

response to the actions of one another. As people interpret actions of 

others, so they adjust their own actions and behavior. The youth 

socialize as active beings, not passive objects and engage actively as they 

construct their social world, hence creating their own social reality. 

Social reality and human behavior from the Symbolic Interaction 

perspective are conceptualized as symbolic, communicated and 

subjective. 

2.6 Conceptual Framework 

As discussed above, various socio-psych ological theories have continu d 

to inform HIV and AIDS prcv ntion. How v r, chol r h v d th t 

though p ychosocial theories have provid d cone p u 1 fr t 1 

have contributed to AIDS communication campaign', th 

reliable predictors of behavior change. The th ori '/m d 1' 'lr lh 

Health Belief Model, Theory of Reasoned Action, oci· 1 L rmn Th ory 

and Diffusion of Innovations. This is b cau th th or ti 1 mod ls do 

not account for contextual variabl 

influ nc , rn aning and o i l di cou 
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applicable to this study were the Social Construction Theory and the 

Symbolic Interaction Theory. 

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

• Interpersonal • Behavioral responses to 
HIV/AIDS 

Communication • Perception of vulnerability to 
• HIV /AIDS knowledge 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

HIV infection 
• Self-protection against HIV 

infection 

Int rv ning variabl s 

Int ra lion 
L ngu g 
Meanings 
Lay kno"' ledg 

ocial d1scour ·e · 

Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework (Re t: rcht:r 2011 
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2. 7 Functional Definition of Terms 

(i) Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) 

HIV is an abbreviation for Human Immunodeficiency Virus. It is not 

AIDS; it is spread through specific body fluids, blood, semen, vaginal 

fluids and sometimes through the mother's milk to her baby. HIV has a 

long incubation period and infected people may have many years of 

normal productive life, although they can infect others during this period 

(Loewenson, 1998). 

(ii) Acquired Immune efficiency Syndrome (AIDS) 

AIDS is an abbreviation for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrom . AIDS 

i an illness that arise out of weakn of th immun st m. An 

illn ss including upset tomach - that nt r wh n n ' b i 1 v r 

weak due to HIV, is called AIDS. The illn · · l 

destruction of the immune system (Loewen son, 1998). m \vilh 

HIV appear healthy and those with AID hav d bl m di , 1 

illnesses, it is important to differentiate b n · n th t\ o 

(iii) Communication 

Communic ti n h b n u in tl t I 
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(iv) Interpersonal communication 

In this study, interpersonal communication is used to refer to oral and 

nonverbal communication processes that occur during one-on-one or 

group settings to young people. It involves negotiation, construction and 

attribution of meaning. 

(v) Discourses 

Stuart Hall (1997:6) defines discourses as "ways of referring to or 

constructing knowledge about a particular topic of practice." They are 

the clusters, or formations of ideas, images and practices, that provide 

us with modes of talking about, forms of knowl dg and conduct 

associated with a particular topic, ocial activity, or o ial in titution in 

society. Discourse ar seen to af[i ct our vi w on 11 hin 

possible to avoid discourses. 

1 1 n 

In this study, discourses are used to refer to 'stem of m anm lh ' l ar 

uttered whenever we make intelligible utteranc loud with oth r . 

(vi) Di cur iv form tion 

Th nd i n t t t h \1 ' 01 • l tit p 
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In this study, the discursive approach was used to examine how 

knowledge produced by HIV and AIDS discourses regulated conduct, 

made up or constructed identities, and defined the way certain things 

were represented, thought about and practiced. 

(vii) Perception 

Perception has been defmed as the process by which we interpret 

sensory data (Severin & Tankard, 2001). This is the process of becoming 

aware of, understanding, recognizing or observing something in the 

environment. 

In the context of this study, ri k p rc ption m n th subj tiv 

judgment that the youth mak bout h lth with r rd lllV nn 

AIDS epidemic. 

(viii) Selective perception 

This term is used in this study to explain th t nd n 

perception to be influenc d by ·ant , n d , ttitud 
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(ix) Youth 

This study targeted the in-school youth (boys and girls) aged between 15 

and 19 years in public secondary schools in Nairobi. In this study, the 

term youth was used interchangeably with other terms such as 

adolescents, teenagers, students and young people. 



3.0 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the procedures that were followed in conducting 

the study. It is organized under the following sections: HIV and AIDS in 

secondary schools in Nairobi, research site, target population, sample 

size and sampling procedures, sampling techniques, data collection 

techniques, data analysis and presentation. 

3.1 Research Site 

The research s ite was Lang'ata District m Nairobi County. Lang'ata 

District wa lected purpo ively to r pr nt th low nd middl in om 

settlement in Nairobi County. ll i al o o m polit n tur with 

people from different cultural background '. HIV d AID pid m i 

continues to poses significant challenges to p opl li in m 1 w n 

middle income settlements (NACC, 2010). 

3.2 Target Population 

Th targ t population ' 
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3.3 Research Design 

This study used mixed -methods design which utilizes the strengths of 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches (Creswell, 1997; 2009). 

According to Campbell et al. (1999), mixed methods is a powerful way to 

enhance the validity of results. This view is supported by Herbert & 

Shepherd (2001) who say that mixed methods are used to research the 

same issue with the same unit of analysis, thus cross-checking one 

result against another and thereby increasing reliability of the result. 

Denzin (1978) argues that any bias inherent in one particular method 

would be neutralized when used in conjunction with other data sources. 

Therefore, by using mixed -methodology design, the r searcher hoped to 

b tt r understand the concept being xplor d nd o ov r om th 

weaknes es or intrinsic bia es and th pro 1 m lh t m fr n in tl 

method studies. 

Nachmias & Nachmias (1992) and Nzioka (19 ) con ur wilh lh 

scholars above that data produced b ' com bin d m thod nlh n th 

validity and reliability of re earch fmding . Th u ffilJ ' d m tho in 

this study wa m ant to t m th1 u h 
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methods were also used to find contradictions and new perspectives, and 

to add scope and breadth to the study. 

3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Procedures 

3.4.1 Sample Size 

Based on the target population indicated above, a sample size of 325 

respondents was determined using Fisher et al. (1983) as shown below. 

Other scholars who agree with Fisher (1983) on the sample size of 325 (if 

the target population is less than 10,000) are Moser and Kalton (1979); 

Mulusa (1990) and Mugenda and Mugenda (2003). 

If the target population is less than 10,000, th r quir d mpl iz will 

be smaller. In such ca es, th final ampl 

using the following formula: 

n 
nf = ---------------

1 + (n/N) 

Wh r : 

nf = th d ir 
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The sample size therefore was: 

nf= 384 

1 + (384 1 2163) 

nf= 384 

1.18 

= 325 

In order to get the sample size of the boys and girls that were studied 
' 

the formula below was used: 

n 
N 

Where: 

n is the sample size (325) 

N is the entire population 

Therefore, the number of boys sampled" as calcula ed as follow 

325 x 1334 = 200 boys 
2 163 

Similarly, the numb r of girl 

325 X 829 125 irl 
21 3 

'J hi th 1 · ,r n 
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3.4.2 Sampling Procedures 

Multi-stage sampling design was used to select the study sample for the 

survey. This sampling technique was appropriate because the study 

sample was selected in stages using stratified and systematic sampling 

techniques. In stratified sampling, the population is first subdivided into 

mutually exclusive segments, based on relevant variables. First, the 

study population was stratified into males and females. Secondly, a 

random sample was taken from each stratum using proportional 

stratified sampling. Proportional stratified sampling ensured that the 

sub-samples of both boys and girls were calculated proportionately to 

their sizes in the population in each school. Stratified sampling was also 

u sed in order to capture the int rn al dif£ r n s in th ampl 

ch aracteristics u ch a ex. 

Table 3.1 below shows the sample sizes of both bo ' and irl 

from their respective schools. 

Table 3.1 Sample Sizes of both bo nd girl 

NameofSchoo~l------------~~------~--~----~~~--~ 
Lang'ata Barracks 

Rail 

l 



The third stage was to get the exact number of respondents needed from 

each class in the schools selected above. The study proportion (for each 

school) was multiplied by the number of students in each class, and then 

divided by the total population of the school, as shown below: 

X =z 
y 

Where: 
x = the study proportion 

y = the total population of the school 

z = the intended respondents in each class 

In the fourth stage, systematic sampling technique was used to pick the 

corresponding sample once the number of r pond nt in ch la h d 

been calculated (as shown abov ). Sy t m tic mplin r 

selecting every kth case from a compl t list of th 

1988). Using class lists as the sampling fram , th r ar h r divid d Lh 

total number of students in each class b ' the numb r of lud nl , n d d 

(from each class) in order to get the ampling int rv. 1. Th mpling 

interval is the ratio of the numb r of c in th p pul, tion to th 

d sired ampl iz . 
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interval until the selection was completed. This sampling procedure was 

applied in all the five schools. 

3.5 Data Collection Procedures 

Data were collected using mixed methods approach with the aid of 

structured questionnaires, focus group discussions and key informant 

interviews. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected 

concurrently and then the two databases were triangulated to determine 

if there was convergence, differences or some combination (Creswell, 

2009). The purpose of using this strategy was to offset the weakness 

inherent within one method with the strengths of the other. 

The quantitative data were nece sary to guar nt 

results and to statistically test the hypoth 

n r liz ti f h 

Compl m 

qualitative data were collected to ensure consist n \vilh th 

research or comparison. In other words, the qualitati dat w r n d d 

to provide plausible explanations for quantitati\' d t. 

Using both the structured que tionnair nd th int to 

coli ct data al o rv d a m 1tu tin lur . A rdin t 
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(2000) that double measure of the same construct enables the researcher 

to get more accurate data and thus reduce measurement errors. Hence, 

the mixed methods approach was used to increase the trustworthiness of 

the conclusions made from this study. 

The side-by-side integration of data provided quantitative statistical 

results which were followed by qualitative quotes that supported or 

disapproved the quantitative results. The advantage of mixed methods 

was that it resulted in well- validated and substantiated findings. The 

quantitative data were collected from a sample size of 340 students using 

self-administered questionnaires. Although the d sired sample size was 

325, an additional 15 respondent w r ampl d in ord r to gu d 

against drop out and attrition. 

3.5.1 Piloting 

Piloting was carried out in a mixed public seconda 

which. A sample size of ten boys and ten girl 

simple random sampling from th chool. Th 

hool in oulh B 
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Reliability of the questionnaire was attained through the use of 

Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha. Scholars suggest that an Alpha value of 

above 0.50 is an indication of reliability. In this study, 0.50 value was 

used to indicate reliability of the questionnaire (Mugenda & Mugenda, 

2003; Cresswell, 2009). 

3.5.2 Survey 

The survey method was used to assess incidence of behaviors among the 

target group. A self-administered questionnaire was used to obtain data 

from th e respondents. The main advantage of the questionna ire m ethod 

was th at it avoided the poten tia l embarrassm en t of face-to-face dialogue 

and guaranteed complete anonymity. Campbell et al ( 1999) y th t th 

u se of self-administered questionnaire 1 p r ticul rly u ful in th 

collection of data on sensitive topics, such as xual b havior. 

Another advantage of self-administered questionnair s, cording lo 

Campbell et al (1999), is that they are appropriat m thod for obt ining 

data from literate study population . In thi c 
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3.5.3 Focus Group Discussions 

Focus group discussions were used primarily to investigate the 

normative aspects of behavior. They were used in this study to explore 

the ways in which the youth interacted in their discussions and the 

extent of agreement in opinion and attitude (Campbell et al, 1999). The 

advantage of these group discussions was the greater breadth of ideas, 

opinions and experiences that were expressed by the participants. 

Two focus group discussions were held in each school; one with form one 

and two students combined, and then the other with form three and four 

students combined. Each FGD consisted of eight stud nts - four girls 

and four boys drawn purposively from each form. Thu form on 

produced 2 girls and 2 boys, and so did form two, hr nd ~ ur. Fr 

each school, 8 girls and 8 boys participat d in th ~ u , r u1 

discussions. In total, 80 students participated in th FGD 

Attempts were also made to ensure equal repr 

in each group. Care was a1 o tak n to n ur 

homog n ous as po ibl in t rm o 
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The researcher facilitated all the discussions. He also made some field 

notes. Each focus group discussion began with an introduction. The 

researcher then outlined the goals of the research and the reasons for 

recording the sessions. In order to exploit group dynamics and enhance 

the quality of data collected using this method, the participants were 

allowed a free atmosphere to express themselves. Issues that were 

covered in the focus group discussions included: the meanings and or 

beliefs associated with HIV and AIDS, how discussions generate 

knowledge about the youth's understanding of HIV and AIDS, HIV risk 

perceptions, self-protection against possible HIV infection, and how 

interpersonal communication influenced beh avioral respons s to HIV 

and AIDS among th e youth . The research r only int rv n d to bring out 

salient i sues, particularly when group participant 

The choice of the venue was also an important pr ti al con id r lion. 

The venue was neutral with regard to the substance of th di cu 1on, 

informal and congenial. Eight focus group di cu 1011 \\' r h ld und r 

trees in the open fields. This h lp d to gu rd droppin b 

th r st of th tud nt . Th oth r t u 1 t o 
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3.5.3 Key Informant Interviews 

Key-informant interviews were of a conversational style rather than 

having a question-answer format (Campbell et al., 1999). These were 

conducted using a semi-structured interview guide. Key informants were 

mostly the professionals in the schools who had knowledge and 

experience about HIV and AIDS and the youth. They included two head 

teachers, two guidance and counseling teachers, two games teachers, 

one school nurse and three school captains. A total of ten key informants 

were interviewed. 

The in-depth interviews were used to provide insights in understanding 

the context. in which behavior occurr d and it broad r tru t.ural 

d t.erminant.s. Other advantage includ d gr t. r d pt.h f d t il f 

information; greater opportunity to share and und r t 1d th vi wp in 

of informants, and how their beliefs, experience' and vo bul 

to the wider issues. 

In this study, two key informant "\: · r purpo 
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HIV and AIDS, their (youth) HIV risk perceptions, the youth's self 

protection against HIV infection, and whether HIV and AIDS messages 

influenced their behaviors. The emphasis here was on understanding the 

youth's perspectives and descriptions (according to the informants) of the 

context in which events and actions took place. 

The interviews were tape-recorded to enable the researcher to listen to 

the flow of discussion and to take note of the exact vocabulary used by 

the informants. The researcher also wrote down some field notes which 

were expanded at the end of each interview. 

3.6 Data Analysis Procedures and Presentation 

3.6.1 Quantitative Data 

According to Kombo & Tromp (2006), data anal lo mm 

what has been collected in a survey and making d du lion nd 

inferences. It involves scrutinizing the acquir d inform. tion and m 1 ing 

inferences. Descriptive and inferential \ r u d to int rpr t 

the quantitative data obtain d on r nt t th tud 

obj ctiv nd hypoth 1 • s ) 

w u d to in th \1 il ' t l h 



3.6.2 Qualitative Data 

The qualitative data produced from the focus group discussions and key 

informant interviews were transcribed and coded into common themes. 

The themes in qualitative data were interpreted using thematic analysis. 

A narrative report enriched with quotations from key informants and 

focus group participants was written and triangulated with quantitative 

responses in order to capture convergence or differences (Creswell, 

2009) . Data from the survey, the key informant interviews and the focus 

group discussions were triangulated to enhance the reliability and 

validity of the results. 

3. 7 Ethical Considerations 

Participants in th study w r inform d bou th purp 1r 

and benefits of the study. They w re as ur d of ri · 1nd 

confidentiality. They were also informed that th ir parli ipa ion , 

voluntary and that they had a right to refu e to ans\ r n · qu lion or 

even withdraw from the study at an ' tim B for , h s1 n, 

respondents and participant \ · r a k d to i 1 n nt f rm. All 

individual w r allo\ d to k for d. 

P r icip nt in k info m nt t ) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

KNOWLEDGE OF HIV AND AIDS AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AMONG 

THE YOUTH 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings of the study concerning knowledge of 

HIV and AIDS and risk perceptions among the youth aged 15 and 19 

years. Both quantitative and qualitative data have been triangulated in 

order to enhance validity and reliability of the results. 

Table 4.1: Socio-Demographic Profile of Survey respondents 

Demographic Percentages(%) Total Number of Total 
Characteristics respondents 

r--
Age (years) 

-

Boys Girls Boys Girl 
f-- -

15 10.0 12.1 22.1 34 41 75 
28.5 54 43 -

16 16.0 12.5 7 
17 10.9 10.6 17.5 37 36 3 -

9.0 17.4 28 31 5 
-

18 8.4 
4.0 10.6 22 -

19 6.6 14 3 
100.0 340 -

-
Rel~ion - . 

26.0 16.1 42.1 88 5_5 143 Cathohcs 
t-

Pro~_stants 27.6 20.0 47.6 _9__1 ~)8 162 
Muslims 2.0 2.4 4.4 07 '=%6~ I~ Ui 
_Other ~_.2 2.7 5.9 1 1 _20 

Cl 1s 
a.:r~~. 1-=. 

1_2_.J ~~,P-1 41 28 6 lJ:~n_p_nc 

~~n__!!, two 1_:_6_.6 11:~~ 27.6 57 37 g"~ 

.EQ:rr!l Jh ree 1~, 1 JS~3 29.4 48 52 100 
j:2_ mJo_ur 12. J0.4 22.6 _12 35 77 

100.0 ·- - 340 -
s, : :Rescnrchcr 20 l 1 



Table 4.1 above presents the distribution of 130 girls and 210 boys, aged 

15- 19, by age, religion and class. The distribution of the respondents by 

their sex was proportional to their numbers in the study sample. The 

table also shows that cumulatively, Catholics and Protestants were more 

(89 .7 percent) compared to other religions. 

Since young people are diverse, interventions targeting them must be 

tailored to meet their individual characteristics and circumstances 

including age, sex, religion and educational level. The findings in this 

s tudy showed that there was need therefore for greater attention to be 

focused on a ddressing the contextu al realities faced by youn g people. 

4.1 Knowledge of HIV and AIDS among the youth 

The first objective of this study was know! d 

understanding of HIV and AIDS among the outh. In ord r lo und 

the actions of young people who are potentiall facing HI in~ Uon, i 

was necessary to understand their common n knowl d bout AID 

and also their methods of addr s ing th ID tht t , th. t i ' th 11 \ 1 

constructed a£ r- x rul , guid lin r 

con ruc tioni tiv , th '0 th 

() 

I \ 



of common sense knowledge and associated surface rules. These rules 

reflect deeper norms and structures which form the base of social 

relationships. 

When the respondents were asked if they had heard of AIDS, 98.8 

percent of them agreed as shown in Table 4.2 below. Those who had not 

heard of AIDS were 1.2 percent. Studies have found that general 

awareness of HIV and AIDS in Kenya is high. For example, among young 

people aged 15- 19 years, four in five (80 percent) young men and 74 

percent of young women knew that a healthy looking person could be 

infected with HIV (KDHS, 2008-09). 

Tabl 4.2: Knowl dg of AID 

r- % Whether respondents have heard n 
of AIDS 
Yes 336 98.8 

No 4 1.2 

Total 3__10 100.0 

Source: Researcher 20 11 

Information from the focus group di cu ion indi t d th t p rti 1p nt 

knew about the xi t nc of HI nd HI lmcd 

a "hug 1" "t rribl 1 "horribl , ll t t 

to d ib IIlV n 

li1 • •11 c 

link t 



Nzioka (1994:176) observed that "the ways in which people make sense 

of their sexual meanings of AIDS depends on their perceptions of the risk 

of HIV infection, and their knowledge and experiences of sexually 

transmitted diseases, as well as on their compatibility of HIV and AIDS 

education messages with meanings and practices embedded in social 

and cultural lifestyles." 

This study found that students talked about sex and HIV and AIDS. In 

the course of their discussions, they created their own meanings of HIV 

and AIDS. They used metaphors and forms of figurative language to refer 

to HIV and AIDS as a disease or to refer to those who wer a lr ady 

in£ ctcd with HIV virus. 

Q: How do young people describ HIV? 

P 1: Some refer to it as 'kamdudu' (small ins t) 

P2: Oh, simple ... HIV is like a bee . .. •ou know that mall 

insect? Kali sana mazee! (it's very dang rous) 

P3: Some of us call it a •orm' coz it t 'from in id 

(laughter) Yenyew n.i kw li .... 

nayo (mor u ht 

p w lk n 

t l 

It d) 



HIV and AIDS was often the object of an interpersonal reframing 

discourse; often, the relevance of the disease was discussed by 

comparing it with other diseases or social problems that present some of 

its key features. For instance, HIV and AIDS were often compared to 

cancer because both lead to death. It was also often compared to other 

sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) because all of them are transmitted 

sexually. Moreover, HIV and AIDS were often compared to poverty in 

developing countries because both were considered political problems. It 

is interesting to notice that this discursive construction of HIV and AIDS 

allowed participants to reframe the problem and thus moderate both its 

gravity and its relevance: 

Pl: HIV and AIDS are like h patiti which i ju b d. 

P2: Yeah, both can cause cervical cane r, in£ rtilit 1d 

death. 

P3: HIV is like some STDs such as gonorrh , whi h r 

equally fatal . It will not onl · lead to lo of vit .. l p rt 

like STDs do, but can a1 o c u d th. 

Th r fr min of th of HI' irl l t · , 11 ftt\l. 

h Ill 

ld 

l 

I 1 



direct experience with people affected by HIV and AIDS and so there was 

a contradiction between one's personal experience (i.e ., "nobody I know 

has HIV and AIDS") and mass media campaign messages (i.e., "HIV and 

AIDS is a big issue in Kenya and there are many people with HIV in our 

country''). 

This contradiction seemed to trigger questions about the reliability of 

preventive campaigns and diminished their rhetorical effectiveness. This 

was reinforced by a 17 year old female school captain: 

((I would like to tell you that most students in my school are 
not aware of anyone who is HW positive. I am in that 
category, of not knowing anyone who is infect d. I am also 
curious to know whether there are people I know, but who I 
don't know are HW positive." 

Q: Where do you get information about HIV and AlD 

from? 

P6 : Mostly from the media. We rarel' talk about but 

we get information from the m dia mo t of th time. 

P7: At tim we hear tori 

round. 

2: Pia vitu a 'ma 'hi T )H I l ( I 1 • l 

i , 'ma 



The participants attributed this knowledge to various sources such as 

teachers, the media (posters, radio & television), peers, religious leaders, 

the HIV and AIDS curriculum taught in primary and secondary schools, 

relatives and health centre. 

When asked if the information about HIV and AIDS they had received 

helped them to make informed decisions about HIV protection, the 

students said they had. 

P3: We are okay. Hii story n i sawa. As in, we have enough . 

P5: Tumechanuka! (lau gh ter). Tuko far .. . una-get? (we 

understand , it is enough) 

However, a 48 year old female nurse, who work d in m d h 1, 

opined that in spite of the information that oung p opl purport d l 

have she believed that students still needed a lot of p r u 'ion nd 
' 

understanding to change their attitude towards HI and AID . 



One could imagine and even feel the motherly touch and concern 

expressed by the nurse given her interaction with students on a daily 

basis. She said that the students confided to her most of the time. They 

would express their fears and concerns about the kind of information 

they were getting out of their discourses with friends. It is these 

discourses that generated lay knowledge which young people relied on in 

their decision making efforts. This knowledge did not seem to assist the 

youth in making right decisions about their health. 

Th e respondents were asked if they knew whether AIDS was curable. The 

responses to this question are given in Ta ble 4.3 below. 

Table 4.3: Wheth rAID cur 1 

Is AIDS is curable? n % 
-

Yes 45 13.3 

No 295 86.7 

Total 340 100.0-
-

Source: Researcher 2011 

Tabl 4.6 abov ho\ th t .7 p nt 

AIDS wa not cur bl . 13. th )l 1 l t h. t 

I u 'n 



abnormal, and it is something that interviewees preferred not to think 

about. They said they were 'scared to death' of getting AIDS: 

Q: Does HIV have any cure? 

Pl. Not at all, I hear doctors haven't found one yet. This is 

bad, you know. Guys just die, like chicken, you know. 

P2: Of course not. Mazee inabidi tujipange. (we have to be 

careful But it is okay. Somehow we have managed to 

cope. 

P3: There is no discovery about a cure. It's just that you 

will get AIDS and then you die. Yeah, I mean, ther 1s 

no cure, after a ll. 

That AIDS had no cure was summed up symbolically r ld 

school male captain, who said that he was speaking on b half f hi · 

peers in school. 

uAIDS is a 'stupid' disease. 'Gaua' is y t to g t 

the 'herbs' for it. But what do w do? Ngoma 
lazima tucheze. Mifupa tutammj . Ok? If you 
can't beat them, join them • 

A 38 y , r old m 1 princip d 

hm 

tl l 



"I have interacted with students for the last 15 years now. I 

believe that I understand them. I listen to them quite often. I 

can then tell you that my students have information about 

HIV and AIDS. They know how to protect themselves 

against. We teach them using the HIV and AIDS syllabus. 

However} there is also a lot of peer influence around. I can 

tell you then that most students don>t make independent 

decisions. Instead they are heavily influenced by their 

peers. These are fellows who may not be reliable at all} and 

I understand some of them are quite persuasive! 

You can imagine then the extent to which they will mislead 

their colleagues. Nevertheless} we keep telling all of them to 

avoid casual sex. In fact} the message we preach is about 

abstinence. However} when push comes to shove} we 

equally tell them to use protection if they are not able to 

abstain. But the question is> do they really use them? Your 

d 
. }} 

guess is as goo as mzne. 

Table 4.4: Knowledge of HIV transmission mod s 

How HIV is transmitted 

Through kissing 
Through sexual intercourse 

f--
Through handshake 

Total 
Source: Researcher 2011 

n 

17 

317 

340 

% 

5.0 

.2 

1. 
100.0 

In Table 4.4 above, 93.2 percent of the r pond nt indi t d th, t HIV 

was mainly transmitted through urs . '!hi 

upport d by r vi w d t I t tl 

HfV ll n mt ion 

to H 

1 - 1 



knew that AIDS could not be transmitted by supernatural means such as 

cursing. 

However, Wodi (2005) noted that the levels awareness did not necessarily 

reflect an understanding of how sexually transmitted diseases (STis) 

such as HIV could be transmitted or prevented. Nyinya (2007) and 

Ongunya et al., (2009) found that in spite of the understanding that HIV 

was mostly transmitted through sexual intercourse, students continued 

to engage themselves in risky sexual behaviors. 

Table 4.5: Respondents' assessment of contracting HIV 

,..---

S lf assessment of ersonal ri k to HIV n % - 1- -
Nos xual intercour 194 57.1 _ 
No s x with prostitute 2 - 62 H~.2 -Use condoms 
No sharing of injections 79 23.5 
No response 3 

1oo:6 -Total 340 
Source: Researcher 20 11 

Table 4.5 above shows that 57.1 p rc nt of th r p nd nt id n t 

perc ivc th m lv to b t r:i k 

xu A th r 1 • it li( . t ( t 1 • t t1 l 

or d I t I d i 1 1 ot ( < n id t 

th m lv t 



corroborates the main reason given by the majority of the respondents in 

Table 4 .5 where 57.1 percent of the respondents did not perceive 

themselves to be at risk since they did not indulge in sexual intercourse. 

Those respondents who said they could avoid AIDS by staying faithful to 

their partners were 32 .6 percent. 

This knowledge of HIV and AIDS prevention is corroborated by Hanan 

(1994) ; Muturi (2005); Kabiru (2009); Mulwo & Tomaselli (2009); 

Govender (2010). 

Table 4 .6: Knowledge of HIV and AIDS prevention 

Way of preventing HIV infection 
n % - -

Avoid sex com_pjet 1 1 4 . 
!-- . -Stay fruthful to one partner 111 2. 

-
Use condoms during sexual intercourse 45 13.2 

A void sharing needles 11 3.2 -
-

No response 7 2.1 -- -
Total 340 100.0 -

Source: Researcher 2011 

Although r pond nt 'd th t 0 t b.t it 

fr m X 1 . d not l t. 1 

II 

in in n 1 in 



Table 4.7: Whether a healthy-looking person can have the HIV virus 

Whether a healthy-looking person can 
have the HIV virus n % 

Yes 317 93.2 
No 23 6.8 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 2011 

The majority of the respondents (93.2 percent) were right in stating that 

a healthy - looking person may have the HIV virus that causes AIDS. 

Only 6.8 percent of the respondents disagreed. This knowledge was 

corroborated by participants during the focus group discussions: 

Q: Can a healthy-looking person have the HIV viru ? 

Pl: Yes, we have learnt this in clas and w know lh l 

anyone, including those who look health , rna h v 

the virus that causes AIDS. 

P4: It is a pity that you can't tell' ho is sick b looking t 

people. So, there is real danger her . 

P5: The information i all over th pl c .... but hm ou 

cant 11, ven you? 

P2: Y < , I m n, n, n ll tt lut lll 

? i kr 

1 ' n l 



AIDS as 'good' while 9.4 percent rated their knowledge as 'not good'. 

Literature reviewed showed that knowledge about HIV and AIDS was 

high and satisfactory among young people (Kermyt & Bentel, 2007; KAIS, 

2007; Odu & Ankanle, 2008). 

Table 4.8: Self-rating of HIV and AIDS knowledge 

Rating of HIV /AIDS knowledge n % 

Very good 190 55.8 

Good 144 42.4 
Poor 6 1.8 
Total 340 100.0 

Source: Research er 20 11 

4.2 Perceptions of HIV and AIDS risk among the youth 

Perc ption of risk has been th orized a an import l til 

protective behavior change (Janz & Becker, 1984). In r 1 lion l HlV ri k 

perception is an indicator of perceived susceptibili to in~ lion nd 

measure of one's understanding of AIDS tran mi 1on. It i lso 

measure of one's willingnes o con id r b h vior hol. r 

suggest that people u condom if th thin nti 1 

illn outw igh th co t rt u in tht 

r luct nc t r tl m ( jz n 1 1 } ( 1) , 

ul in 

tl 



Lack of risk perception is corroborated by Tsasis & Nirupama (2008) who 

suggested that one's inability to accept reality of risks was caused by the 

society in which they lived. Thus, understanding the way perception of 

risk is shaped and constructed is crucial in identifying why it is has been 

difficult to mitigate the spread of HIV and AIDS (Tsasis & Nirupama, 

2008). 

Table 4.9: Risk perception of HIV infection 

n % 
Perception of risk 
Yes 122 35.9 
No 207 60.9 
No response 11 3 .2 
Total 340 100.0 

Source: Research er 2011 

During the focus group discussions, participant. aid th t. t.h k n wl d 

they acquired during social interactions with their choolm l did n t 

change their perception and understanding of HIV and AID . 

Q: Do you perceive yourself to be at risk of HI in~ ction? 

P3: Oh no .... why should I be? I am not t ri k. 

Q: Why? 

P3: Coz my fri nd t I k itl l . 

PB: Form , I u 

w tru h th m. t ht 

l u 

.... ( ( r 



During these discussions, participants reacted to HIV risk by simply 

denying its existence and considering themselves not at risk. They called 

this 'it-cannot-happen-to-me" syndrome which seemed very common in 

social circles. Their school captain, a likeable, straight talking, 18 year 

old boy summed it up thus: 

"Young people don't think about HIV infection. To them it is 
like something that happens somewhere else, and to other 
people. These guys don't regard it as a serious disease. If 
anything, it is not a big issue anymore. AIDS is somehow a 
non-issue nowadays. In fact for me, I usually don't think 
about it in my life." 

The participant's perception that they were not at risk may explain why 

they continued to engage in sexual activities: 

P3: I am a man, you know .... 

Q: And so? 

P3: I need to deliver bwana! A man ha got to b a m n, 

yeah? 

P4: So there is no room for the e ri k •ou talk bout do 

you get? 

uti it h i , tt ·in ' 

to u 



Table 4.10: Sexual partners 

Whether respondents had sexual n % 
partners 
Yes 273 80.3 
No 63 18.5 
No response 4 1.2 
Total 340 100.0 

Source: Researcher 20 11 

As the table 4.10 above shows, 80.3 percent of the respondents agreed 

that they had sexual partners, while 18.5 percent of the respondents said 

they did not have sexual partners. As noted earlier in Table 4 .5 , 57 .1 

percen t of the respondents said they were not at risk of HIV infection 

becau se th ey did not en gage th em selves in sexual relations. This 

di parity was xplained during th focu group di u ion . 

Q: Do you or your colleagues in this school hav xu l 

partners? 

P1: Of course! I thought you kne' . 

P2: It would be a lie for anyone to t 11 :ou th t th · did not 

have a sexual partner. 

Q: So you guy n g s , d n 't u ? 

P5: C r 111 

3: 

I : irl 

ll1 HI ? 



P6: If you die, you die. Period. You know, one has to live 

their lives. After all, life is not a rehearsal, or it is? 

P4: If anyone tells you they are not having sex, they are 

lying. Maybe one or two virgins who are yet to start? 

Otherwise, to us it is fun. No fear of infection. May be 

the fun and the experience overshadows the risk 

perception, I think. 

One of the shared thinking among many youth about HIV and AIDS was 

that it was a normal disease just like malaria. In fact, a term that 

students commonly used was 'homa', meaning fever. As a consequence of 

the in ten e negative emotional connotation of HIV, 

discour occurr d: HIV and AID "big d 1" w 

"nonissue" that was not worthy of being con id in on ', d ·1 li 

This is an extremely interesting paradox: becau it i · no op 

with such a terrible disease, the psychosocial strate · for f in Hl , nd 

AIDS was to deny its relevance in daily li~ . 

Tabl 4.11: Influ from all 



When asked whether students influenced each other to have sex, 59.7 

percent of the respondents agreed that there was influence. However, 

35.9 percent said they were not influenced by their colleagues to have 

sex. This finding was corroborated by Kermyt & Bentel (2007) who 

observed that the youth continued to engage in high risk HIV and AIDS 

behaviors. Instead, Mulwo & Tomaselli (2009) suggested that the youth 

used their knowledge generated from their discussions and interpersonal 

networks to not only assign meaning to media messages but to determine 

their beh avioral responses. This is what scholars have called contextual 

realities from which young people generate their knowledge of HIV and 

th erefore assign meaning to HIV and AIDS messages (Kiai, 2009; APHRC 

201 0; Ndeti 20 11). 

Ongunya et al. (2009) pointed out that there was a mi m t h tw r 

HIV and AIDS program objectives and behavior chang among lh ouU1. 

The scholars suggested that there was a gap bet' n HIV and AIDS 

program objectives and actual HIV and AID ducation program d liv ry 

and behavioral changes among th ·outh in 

mean that what tud nt I amt bout HI 

due tio yll u did 

nd 

h 1 . Thi m 

fr m th Al 

nd 



The Kenya National HIV and AIDS Communication Strategy for Youth 

showed that majority of the youth had heard about AIDS but many of 

them did not know how to prevent HIV infection neither did they perceive 

themselves to be at risk (NACC, 2008). The strategy further pointed out 

that the youth lacked adequate decision- making skills or the ability to 

adopt safer sexual behaviors. Accordingly, information alone did not lead 

to change of behavior. 

When the respondents were asked if they knew the consequences of 

unprotected sex, 64.1 percent of them agreed that they knew about the 

consequences of unprotected sex. 32.1 percent did not know th 

consequences of unprotected sex. Table 4.12 below how th finding . 

Knowledge of the consequences of unprotected n % 
sex 

-Yes 218 6 .L_ 
No J_09 - _ 32.1 _ 
No response 13 3. -Total 340 10 .0 -

Source: Researcher 2011 

Lit rc tur from th K n h di r , t 1 lt t 1 l t I t 1· n. , 

D u d 

u h 



Participants in the focus group discussions explored some of the 

consequences of unprotected sex: 

Pl: Unprotected sex can bring about sexually transmitted 

diseases, like syphilis or gonorrhea or even both. 

P2: Yes, and it can lead also to unwanted pregnancies. 

And who wants to be a mother or daddy anyway? 

P3 : There is also the possibility of contracting the HIV 

virus. 

Q : How can you protect yourself from these consequences? 

P4 : By abstaining from sexual relations 

P5: On e can u se con doms during sexual contacts 

P6: Or remain faithful to ones xual partn r 

P7: Some of us visit VCT c nt r for dvi on How t 

practice safe sex 

P8: As a girl, if I have sex without protection I can u 

pill to protect me from possible pregnane 

A youthful female nurse who declined to di clo t , p int d 

out that mo t of th tud nt h h d ith m. s u 1 

d ci ion b d \\'( uld 

t in r m m t ion 

bo 1 



These parents find it difficult to talk about sexuality or HIV in 
particular, perhaps because cultural considerations. Others 
are never frank and forthright about sexuality. In fact, they 
w ant to talk to their children instead. 

A case in point is one girl who wanted her mother to give her 
information about HIV and AIDS but her mother declined. 
Ins tead, she was insulted. The mother threatened to report 
her to their pastor for unspecified action. Now, you know 
what, this is what I call intimidation. And it makes most girls 
not to get the right information from the right people and at the 
right time. Such teenagers, especially the girls, develop an 
interest for sexual exploration. How will they then keep off the 
risks of HIV infection?" 

The nurse further observed that there were many misconceptions about 

HIV and AIDS amongst students, particularly the female ones. 

"The society exp ects girls to remain pure. Now, in order for 
them achieve this, in the midst of all the peer pressure to have 
sex, what they do is to endeavor to retain their virginity but 
they will still have sex. Now, you ask how th y will do it? 
Listen to this. They have opted for either anal or oral or 
both. Did you hear that? They will entertain fondling, ki in 
and caressing. Remember, their ultimate goal i to pr t ct 
their virginity but they forget that by doing all the otlt r 
things, they still expose themselves to HIV infi ction. In th 
end, the girls remain virgins .... yes, get married, y s ... but th 
probability of being infected with HIV still remains v nJ high. 
This is the reality on the ground. • 

These views were corroborated by a 26 ' r old g. m t r, \: h 

spends mo t of his tim in th fi ld tu nt : 



Participants in the focus group discussions said that their colleagues had 

in the recent past been drawn into 'chips funga' business, a phrase that 

is used to describe a sexual behavior where boys negotiate and then pay 

for sexual favors from girls. The practice is rampant in urban centres. 

P3: It happens mostly during weekends or school holidays. 

Also, when we have extracurricular activities, some us 

seize such moments to engage in illicit sex. As long as 

your friends do it, you can't escape it. 

P5: Yes. This is also a practice that is com mon with out-of

school teenagers in most towns tod y 

Th e general feeling shared by the key informant 111 

focus group discussions was that students had ontinu d to r ~ r L 

their lay knowledge about HN and AIDS g nera d from U1 ir o i 1 

interactions and interpersonal communic tion n t\ ·ork . It thi 

socially constructed knowledge ' hich tud nt h d ntinu d t n 

to ign m aning to HIV \'ith 

ob ti 

m k oth 1 



4.3 Knowledge of HIV and AIDS and the youth's self-protection 

against possible HIV infection 

The findings of this study showed that interpersonal communication 

regulated the forms of experience and perception among the youth 

toward HIV and AIDS communication for behavior change. Consequently, 

the youth's perceptions and meanings of HIV and AIDS were constructed 

through available discursive understandings. According to Burry ( 1996), 

interpersonal communication restricts and enhances meaning, dialogue 

and thinking. Burry observed that diseases were not merely biological 

entities but rather they were socially constructed phenomena. Those 

m eanings th a t the youth a ttributed to HIV and AIDS were decisive in 

shaping th ir respon ses to this condition . 

As earlier observed, HIV and AIDS was an unthinkabl di' f r h 

youth. The only way to talk about it was by d fming it as probl m th t 

was related only to particular places or segment of th popul .. lion. F r 

example, in their communication, participant tri d to loc t th 1ru 

propagation in distant area and among group h omrn 

worker . This sort of viru circum ribin th uth t 

r pr nt HIV nd AI m. I liO\ i 

x r pt fr m 



Thus, individuals with HIV and AIDS were perceived as socially 

unde irable, and HIV w often attributed to the "others." The perception 

of the divergence between oneself and those who are exposed to th risk 

of infection seemed o be based on stereotypes about the disease and on 

the "it-cannot-happen-to-me" syndrome: HIV and AIDS was discussed as 

something that affects "not normal" people. Participants defined 

themselves as normal and, thus, not at risk. 

HIV and AIDS were defined as something for which individuals were 

responsible; it was perceived to be a consequence of individual's 

irresponsible behaviors. It followed that getting HIV was the individual's 

fault, and it was an object of social blam , a ob rv d by th 17 y ur 

chool captain: 

''I don't want to generalize and say we are all at risk. No. I 
can't relate HIV infection to real people here. I think it i a 
lifestyle disease. Unless you are bam with it it is your 
lifestyle that gets you. I think it is a preventable di as . For 
me, I am normal, so HIV is not an issue for m . 

When the respond nt wer a k d h th r th ' h ' r n · d in 

sexual int recur , 94.1 p r n h 

x w r onl 5. p r n . Th . 1 

to' tl r h h 1 .1 



Table 4.13 Engagement in sexual intercourse 

n % 
Ever had sexual intercourse 
Yes 320 94.1 
No 20 5.9 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 2011 

As seen in Table 4.14 below, a cumulative 89.7 percent had sexual 

intercourse as indicated by the categories in the table. 

Table 4.14 Age at first sexual intercourse 

n % 
Age at first sexual intercourse 
10 and below 25 7.4 

11-15 years 110 32.3 - --
~6-19 years el85 - 54.0 

~otal 320 .7 -
- -

Source: R searcher 2011 

These results corroborate literature by scholar th t lh ·oulh \ r 

engaged in premarital sex (Nzioka, 2004; Wodi, 2005· K rm ·t B ut 1, 

2007; Fuglesang et al., 2009; NACC, 2010). 

Th KDH r port of 200 /0 in th t tl • in 

1 int fCOUI 
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When the respondents were asked whether they had any knowledge 

about condoms, 90.6 percent of them said they knew about condoms. 

This is illustrated in Table 4.15 below. Only 5.6 percent of the 

respondents said they had no knowledge about condoms. Another 3.8 

did not give any response. These findings are supported by the KDHS 

reports of 2003 and 2008-09 which suggested that the youth aged 15-19 

years had knowledge about condoms and that one could use them for 

protection against HIV infection. 

Table 4.15 Knowledge of condoms 

Knowledge of condoms n % 

Yes 308 90.6 

No 19 5~ 
1-- - - ·-

No response - 13 3. --f- 340 1 Total -
Source: Researcher 2011 

As seen in Table 4.16 below, when respondents w re a k d to tat \i h 

they had sex with, 69.1 percent of them aid th · h d · with th ir 

friends. This was followed by 25.3 p rc nt ·ho m hoolm, t 

a their xual partn r . Tho 

p rtn r w r 5. 



Table 4.16 Respondents' sexual partner 

Sexual partner n % 

School mates 86 25.3 
Friends 234 69.1 
No sexual partners 20 5.9 
Total 320 94.4 

Source: Researcher 2011 

Table 4.17 below shows that friends played a major role in providing 

venue to their colleagues for sexual activities. Friends accounted for 66.8 

percent. Other venues were school (13 percent) and home (12.1 percent). 

5.9 percent of the respondents are those who had never had sexual 

intercourse as shown in Table 4 .13 above. 

Table 4.17: Wh r thy h d x 

-
Venue n % 

At home 41 12.1_ 
In school 44 13.0 
Friend's house 227 66 .5 
Lodging 8 2.1 
Total 320 93.7 

Source: Researcher 20 11 

During th focu group di u ion • \l l 

t i viti to p r p u 



Q: Why do you engage in sexual relations? 

Pl: There is a lot of pressure from friends. It is difficult to 

survive in a group of friends without engaging in sex, 

because that is always the main activity. 

P2: And so you will want to prove a point. That you are 

capable just like them 

P3: The fear of possible consequences will drive you to 

comply. These guys can beat you up if you don't 

accept their plans. 

Q: Do girls experience such pressure from other girls? 

P7: Oh, my! They are worse. If cliques of girls discover that 

you want to be different from them, th y insult, or 

even organiz with the boy to t ck y u. Y u h v t 

play ball. 

P4: And you can't even report their thr t to U1 

teachers. One time, a form 1:\i o girl report d om irl , 

from her classmates to their cla teach r. I wi h h 

was here to tell her stoi) . Im gin h r p n 

tran [! r h r to anoth r h l, u 

k1 \ '· nd hi h p 

hur 1 1 

~ ( l'l ft ()Jll 

h n l 

h 



Those who did not use a condom the last time they had sex were the 

majority at 80.9 percent compared to 13.4 percent who said they had 

used a condom. Failure to use a condom during sexual intercourse is 

supported by Nzioka (2004) who asserted that unprotected sex was still a 

common feature among young people in spite of the levels of knowledge 

concerning the protective value of condoms and other contraceptives 

being high. This showed a very low risk perception. 

Ta ble 4. 18 : Whether they used a condom in the last sexual encounter 

Used a condom n % 

Yes 45 13.4 
No 275 80 .2.__ 
Total 320 _._94.3 

'- -
Source: Researcher 2011 

While condoms remain one of the best weapons gain t HIV 

transmission, studies continue to show limited us of thi prot tiv 

method in sexual intercourse among the ' OUth in ub- al1 r n Afri a 

(MacPhail , 1998; Wodi, 2004}. These cholar cit 

and religious factors in th limit d u Th mdin 

corroborat rli r udi n tht 

youth ir obi (Ki 

). 

in ll1 



neutral action: it implied specific relational meanings that made its use 

less frequent: 

A 

Q: Do you use condoms during sex for protection against HIV 

infection? 

PS: Condoms? No, I don't because I am in a serious relationship 

with my partner. I believe we are healthy. 

P8: I don't use them because the level of trust between us is 

very high. As such, I am not worried at all. 

P3: The problem is, what kind of world do we live m if you 

cannot ever trust the person you are with? 

Q: Supposing they cheat and put you at ri k? 

Pl: Ye th y can slip, but it i lw diffic l l k 1r 

partner to wear a condom ... .! mean, wh r do u in? 

P2: Buying condoms is also embarrassing for oung p opl oz 

it means that you are having sex. And r m mb r 'OU don' 

want people to label you loo e! 

PS: Condom use i only common in 

b ginning of r 1 tion hip. 

ot d in th b 

u 1 int r ur 01 , t th 

m 11 t lm 

11 lJl h 



Sometimes this discourse of trust between partners was issue even at the 

beginning of a relationship. The decision to have sex with a new partner 

was often contemplated seriously and was based on the individual's 

perceived honesty and reliability. Asking a new partner to use a condom 

would mean not being totally confident in the correctness of the partner's 

previous behavior. Girls, in particular, declared their shyness m 

negotiating condom use and their concern about meanings implied by 

this request. 

Another problematic aspect related to the discourse of condom use was 

the discourse of birth control pills. Preventing unwanted pregnancies was 

the main concern of sexually active youth. Thi t nd d to 1 n th 

r 1 vane and urgency of HIV and AID pr v ntion in th ir u 1 

r lationships. Since young people's main preventiv cone rn in r Li n 

to sexual activity was avoiding unplanned pr gnan i (r th 'r lh n 

preventing HIV and AIDS), girls who were using birth control pill £ lt 

protected and were not concerned about the risk of HI\. and AID : 

P5: With birth control b c min 

know, m 

n 

n 

If in 

ti 1 • 1 li , n , 1 p pl l 

t to tht 

n i • 



MacPhail ( 1998) suggested that much of the research had shown that the 

youth had high levels of knowledge about the transmission of the HIV 

virus and were fully cognizant of the value of barrier contraception, such 

as condoms in preventing HIV transmission. Despite the high profile 

given to HIV, few adolescents were able to translate their knowledge into 

adopting safe sex behavior. Jemmot (2000) also observed that most 

sexually active youth did not consistently use condoms although their 

use may reduce the risk of sexually transmitted diseases. 

Data from the KDHS reports of 2003 and 2008-09 showed that there had 

been a marked improvement in knowledge of HIV prevention m thods 

among adol cent ag d 15-19 y ar . For in t n , 75 p r nt of 

adole cent knew that om one could r due th ri k of g Lit IllY 

virus by using a condom every time one had xual int rcour Thi 

knowledge of condom use increased from 67 p rc nt in 2003 t 75 

percent in 2009 (KDHS, 2003; 2008-09). 

The respondents who supported th u of ond m 

consid r d this a th only option o ti 

v ry difficult to 

in Lh r lu ur . 

r 1: II 

d th t th 

• found it 

nion 



P7: By the way, girls want favors, gifts, money, outings, 

shopping, among other niceties. Which girl will not fall prey 

to a man ready to provide these things? And if such a man 

wants sex, they insist on unprotected sex anyway. How can 

you refuse? 

P8: I would advice those who are still virgins to try, yes, try coz it 

is not easy, to remain so. But I can tell it is not easy. I tried it 

will little success before I finally gave in. 

The respondents were asked if they thought they could protect 

th emselves from HIV infection by abstaining from sex. Table 4 .19 below 

how that 86.2 p rcent of the respondent gr d th t th ould 

abstain from ex as one way of protecting th m lv 

Only 13.8 percent of the respondents said they wer not bl t b ·t n. 

Table 4.19: Protection from HIV infection by abstaining from s x 

Ability to abstain from sex n % 

Yes 293 86.2 
No 47 13.8 
Total 3·l0 100.0 
Sourc : R 

!low v , h t ll . n l 
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When the respondents were asked whether they discussed HIV with their 

friends, 91.7 percent of the respondents said they did while only 8.3 

percent of them said they did not as Table 4.20 below shows. The 

majority of the respondents (91. 7 percent) discussed sex with their 

friends. 

Table 4.20: Whether discussed HIV with friends 

n % 
Whether discussed HIV with friends 
Yes 312 91.7 
No 28 8.3 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 20 11 

However, during the focu s group discu ssions, some participants w r of 

the vi w that HIV and AIDS wer not that a y to t lk bou . n r n 

surrounding its main method of transmis ion: s xual int recur, . u h 

participants referred to the difficulty of talking op nl' about nd ' x-

related topics with friends. In a conservative cultur uch a th t of 

Africa, sex before marriage is not ace pt d, d u 11 • tiv 

unmarried youth are alway part of bl in di our p 11 by 

adult : 

1: 

1 



P2: We discuss issues related to HIV and especially if they are 

interesting 

P7: I have a very protective father and two overprotective 

brothers. If I can't talk about HIV at home, where do I 

begin even when I am with my friends? 

P3: Yes, as friends we do, though it or no friends , no one 

wants to hear about this thing at all. .. they don't want to 

hear it. Not anyone! 

P5 : A few of my friends never ever talk about HIV. My family 

members don't talk about sex to me; neither do I h ear 

th em talk about the same to my siblings. Nothing. 

P6: Some of my friend are Catholic lik m and our faith 

doe n't allow u to talk about x or c ntr c ptiv lik 

condoms. But at times we engag m onv r ti n U 

help us to understand HIV as a disea e. 

P8: To me, it is ridiculous that there is so much f t b o 

around HIV and sex in general . 

From th di cu ion , it 'a tl t tud nt. t lk 

HIV nd AID t in 

ut 

eli t ll< l 

di 

u 



supported the need to develop a culturally sensitive educational 

interven tion program. 

A few of the participants during the focus group discussions noted that 

talking about HIV and sex was embarrassing to them. However, the 

majority of the participants observed that talking about HIV and AIDS 

among friends was not unusual. They argued that though HIV and AIDS 

was in it self "boring'' and "sad", discussion of sex-related topics was 

perceived to be easier with one's sexual partner. In other instances, the 

pa r ticipants argued that talking about th e disease and it s prevention 

implied a lack of t rust in one's partners' past sexual beh aviors, and so 

some participants avoided it for this reason. 

Furthermore, participants categorized sexual relationship a 

or promiscuous. Among those m acceptable r lation hip · lh 

participants considered themselves not at risk and not d that HIV wa a 

mentionable topic but still was seldom discus ed, en at th b ginning 

of a relationship . The consequence of HI and AID oung 

p rson' concern. 

it ut 1 tnt 1 i> 

11 I \ 

.... l m 

111 



P8: It may be a bit awkward to bring it up, at first, but it has to 

be done. 

Pl : Talking about HIV and AIDS is not always the first thing in 

my mind, so it doesn't arise naturally. But we end up 

talking about it anyway. 

When th e respondents were asked whether they discussed how to protect 

themselves against HIV infection, the majority of them (83.2 percent) said 

they didn't. Only 16.8 percent said that they discussed HIV protection 

with their friends . 

Table 4. 21: Whether discussed HIV prot ction 

n 0 

_Whether discussed HIV protection -Yes 57 1 - - 8 No 283 
Total 340 10 

Source: Researcher 2011 

From the focus group discussions, it emerg d th t h ving with 

partner whom the young p r on kn w 11, in th Ion -t rm r 1 tion hip, 

for in t nc w not a d plor 

con id r d pt bl ' t 1 t 

I j l b 

Ul 



Furthermore, because promiscuous sexual relationships were not 

considered acceptable or socially desirable, they could not be part of the 

social conversations, and thus the risks, such as HIV and AIDS, could 

not be communicated. Participants reported that HIV and AIDS 

prevention seemed to be an issue only in promiscuous relationships. 

This has important consequences for attitudes regarding the use of 

condoms in sexual intercourse. 

Table 4 .22 below shows that students attached a lot of importance to 

opinions from their friends regarding sexual practices . Those who rated 

th ese opinions as extremely important were 40 percent, while another 

50. 3 percent said th ey were important. Only 9.7 p r nt r t d th ir 

friend's opinion s as not important at 11. Th r ting poi 

importance of interpersonal communication among th outh. 

Table 4.22: Friends' opinions concerning sexual practi 

Importance of friends' opinions n % 

11 

Wh n k th • m 11 \ 1 il 

I. n . 
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Table 4.23: Involvement in extra-curricular activities 

Whether involved 1n extra -curricular n % 
activities 

Yes 287 84.4 
No 53 15.6 
Total 340 100.0 

Source: Researcher 2011 

During focus group discussions, participants said that extracurricular 

activities a s such as sports, drama, athletics, music among others 

provided with avenues for social interactions and an opportunity to 

discuss topics of interest. 

Q: Arc you involved in any xtra-curricul r ctiviti ? 

P1: Yes. 

Q: Which ones? 

P2: Ball games, drama, athletics, music ... the ar man . 

Q: Do you like these activities? 

P3: Very, very much so. We reall · njo' b mg out id 

class, for what ver r on. 

P4: You know, b in 11 l 

d tim un 

iv u ll l< 

n 

II 



P7: Yes, and to meet new friends and have fun with them. 

A lot of fun. It feels nice meeting colleagues from other 

schools. 

Q: Do you talk about sex during such outings 

P5: What do you mean? (Appearing shocked, followed by a 

prolonged laughter from other group members). Yes, 

obviously. If anything, the reason we want to be out of class 

is for us to get time to talk about these things when we are 

far away from our teachers. 

P4: And many of us negotiate for sexual favors during such 

times. I can tell you .... this is always a major engagem nt 

.... negotiating. Whether on end up having x or not, 1 

may not ay now. 

P8: Extracurricular activities afford us tim to 1 n 1 l fr m 

friends, teachers and at times our parents. If an on 

wanted to make a case for HIV and AID 

students, such forums are ideal. 

du lion lo 

Within th di cour of HIV nd AID 

prot ction from th k inform nt 

, n 111 ti n b u t , 1 -

li u 

ompl m nt 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION FOR BEHAVIOR CHANGE 

5.0 Introduction 

Communication is the transmission of meaning from one person to 

another or to many people, whether verbally or nonverbally. 

Communication from one person to another is commonly depicted as a 

simple triangle consisting of the context, the sender, the message, and 

the receiver (Barrett, 2006). The success of communication depends on 

several factors. Transmission of the message by the process of encoding 

and decoding the message, which may result in short term-term 

p rc ption, is not adequate for adequate for succ of communi tion. 

Communication should be in such a way that it will giv opportUI it f r 

th respondent or receiver to take d ci ion with r g rd l lh 

perceived (Master, 2008). 

5.1 Role of Interpersonal Communication 

Papa & Singhal (2008) pointed out that progr, ms that p rk 

interpersonal di cussion ar mor lik 1 ' to promot b h 

This r la ion hip ha b n 

di cu ion of n itiv >r 

di u i n 

u 

l 

h ng 

id( rit 



conversations about educational content of a media program can create a 

socially constructed learning environment in which people evaluate 

previously h eld ideas, consider options, and identify steps to initia te 

social ch ange. 

The importance of interpersonal communication is consistent with 

Bandura's assertion that, in addition to direct effects, the media can also 

influen ce audiences indirectly, through a socially mediated pathway in 

which interpersonal communication can promote knowledge, change 

attitudes, and guide behavior. Interpersonal discussions can also serve 

to reinforce the E-E messages (Bandu ra, 2004). 

Interpersonal communication on th role of th m di in lllV nd Al 

preventive campaigns were common in all di cu sion . 

recognized the importance of communicating HIV and AID 

information through the media. However, media campaign 

ticip t 

ntiv 

oft n 

objects of a blaming discourse. Participants thought th camp tgn \ r 

responsible for shaping people's attitud and f01 

of HJV and AIDS." Th y al o no d th t th 

r pr 1 tation o HIV 1 d 

ir 
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Pl: I think there are many misconceptions and prejudices about 

this disease. 

P2: For me, the media keeps associating AIDS with mostly drug 

users 

P3 : I expect to see people like myself on television talking about 

AIDS. I want to identify with someone my age, possibly a 

student like me. 

PS: If the media would involve young people who suffer from with 

AIDS that would be good. We need the truth to be told. We 

need evidence. 

P7: Media campaigns don't speak the language of young people. 

P8: Show us m essages that we can id ntify with whil w ar 

school. Bring th m on and infu th m in 

activities, for example, in drama, in mu i £ liv , 11 

oth ers. Only then will we begin to O\:vn them. 

Kiai, et al. (2004) point out that effective communic tion for th r uth 

such as behavior and attitude chang \ ·a n HI 1d AID 

campaign activiti s w r to chi 

ob rv th t young p opl 

c tiviti th th ' p r u , 
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Table 5.1 below shows majority of the respondents (85.6 percent) had 

received information about HIV and AIDS. Only 14.4 percent said they 

had not received the information. 

Table 5.1: Information about HIV and AIDS 

Received information about HIV and AIDS n % 
Yes 291 85.6 
No 49 14.4 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 2011 

During the focus group discu ssion s, participants said that they were 

aware of HIV and AIDS preven tive media campaigns. They said that they 

wer aware of the campaigns and that many w r run thr ugh m di 

such as Radio, Television, and newspap r . How v r, m rti i n s 

agr ed that these campaigns were not as inilu ntial th ·p l ·d 

them to be: 

Pl: We receive information about HI ' nd AID mo tl • from 

t 1 vision and radio 

Q: Do you h v t 1 vi i n 

P2: tlviin I . ll 



Q: Any other source of information about HIV and AIDS? 

PS: May be from the AIDS education syllabus, but it is scanty 

P: For me, I would say that this information is all over the 

place, but who cares? Very few of us, me included, take note 

of them or regard them seriously anyway. 

Q: Why don't you take the information seriously? 

P8: Campaigns that are broadcast too often risk losing public 

attention. They become boring. 

During the focus group discussions, participants said that they only 

talked in general terms about the mass media campaigns on HIV and 

AIDS without mentioning any detail . Thi lack of int rp r on 1 x h n 

about rna media campaign may b b d on h li it m f 

preventive initiatives and, thus, of th camp ign ' lov ffi 11 

changing the youth's attitudes and behaviors tO\ ard HI and 

When the respondents were asked to rate how inform ti HI · nd AID 

media campaigns were, 73.8 p rc nt id th ' t infmm, t1 t:, 

whil 17.9 p rc nt rat d th 

f th vi u t t ul t o 

nt 
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Table 5.2: Opinion on the current HIV and AIDS media campaigns 

HIV and AIDS media campaigns n % 
Very informative 61 17.9 
Not very informative 251 73.8 
Not informative at all 28 8.2 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 2011 

Participants in the focus group discussions observed that HIV and AIDS 

media campaign messages were making very little impact, if any. 

According to them, young people continued to involve themselves in sex 

indiscriminately, in spite of the information being passed across through 

these media campaigns. They took issue with th timings of the 

campaigns. A number of the campaign wer air d t tim wh 11 th 

students wer in class. One focus group participant, 1 r 1 C r 

three girl summed it up thus: 

"Our class schedules are tight. We have very limit d tim to 
watch television. We don't even listen to radio. Only during 
weekends do we afford some time to watch r l vi ion, but 
when we do that, our interest is mostly 1t rraimn nt. \ 
want to watch movies, soaps or listen to r 1 1 ic. You n 

therefore that such chances may not afford 1 mH h timt to 
follow these campaign . • 

H r oil J'u , 7, in o m 

nt inm nt in h r 

of 



In addition to radio and television, key informants were of the view that 

HIV and AIDS messages could be passed across to the youth through 

drama, plays , skits and songs, among others. This observation was made 

by a 42 year old male senior principal, who said he was very passionate 

about the welfare of his students. He argued that HIV and AIDS 

messages could only have an impact if the campaign planners involved 

the youth in the entire preparation process of the campaign. This would 

make them own the campaigns and also identify with them. 

The informant talked of composing poems about HIV and AIDS 

messages, which could be recited during schools' drama £ stivals, or 

during school functions such as priz giving d y , port d y , and 

thank giving day , among other : 

"Young people love entertainment. The Kenya In titut of 
Education can make movies that not only entertain but al o 
educate. This is called edutainment and it is a pow rful way 
of communicating with students. There is n ed to tak 
advantage of the wave brought about by Nigerian movi and 
create our own movies that have HW and AIDS infonnation. In 
addition, KIE can also come up with set books for HIV and 
AIDS messages. Such books would be u din hool a cla 
readers and a lot of infomlation about Hn1 an ultim t ly b 
passed across to the studerLl . 



This observation about entertainment supported Singhal & Rogers (2002) 

who said that entertainment - education (EE) had been found effective in 

motivating individuals to talk to each other about what they learned from 

E -E m essages. The scholars also said that E -E messages enabled 

individuals in what they called socially supportive behavior change. In 

their earlier work, Singhal & Rogers ( 1999: 144) suggested that 

"entertainment - education has certain effects as a catalyst for triggering 

interpersonal peer communication leading to changes in the social 

discourse of the audience." 

When responden ts were asked to name their most m emorable HIV and 

AIDS media campaign , the majority of the re pondcnt (68.3 p r n t) 

nam d Nimechill campaign. This wa follow d by Nakufi el L 15. 

percenl and then Mpango wa Kando was third with 14.4 p r nl. Th 

results are shown in Table 5.3 below. 

Table 5.3: Most memorable HIV and AIDS m di campaign 

HIV and AIDS Media camp ign n % 

ur 



During one of the focus group discussions, participants were of the 

opinion that the sign used in the Nimechill campaign to symbolize "not 

having sex" was not appropriate. They observed if "chilling" was to mean 

"not having sex", then the symbol should have been made using a 

clen ch ed fist but not open fingers. 

"How can you use an open-finger symbol to show that you are not 
having sex? It's a contradiction. The symbol should be made using 
clos ed fingers . As it is now, young people interpret it to mean 
(opening up'. " 

Table 5.4 below shows what students disliked most about the HIV and 

AIDS media campaign s. Th e majority of the respondents (56.5 perc nt) 

said that th y disliked the campaign b cau young p pl h d not 

b n involved in the planning, d ign and di mit r th 

campaigns. Another 25 percent of the respondents di lik d 

used in the campaigns. 15.9 percent of the respond nt dislik d lh k 

of clarity in the messages. Only 1.8 percent disliked lh m dium u d to 

convey the messages. 

Table 5.4: Wha tud nt di lik mo t lt tl , mp. i rn~ 

Mo t di lik t n 



This finding was supported the work of Govender (2010) who observed 

that HIV and AIDS messages that were created by 'experts' and then 

transmitted to the audience in a one-way, linear manner were likely to 

fail. During a study conducted at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in 

South Africa, students were asked their perceptions of South Africa's 

Abstinence, Be Faithful, and Condomize (ABC) Campaign. Ninety-one 

percent suggested the importance of young people being active 

participants in HIV and AIDS communication (Govender, 2010). 

The students did not support or relate to the ABC campaign because 

th ey believed that it was contradictory and that its confusing messages 

t mm d from a failur to h ave engag d or con ult d with th m th 

targ t udi nc . ov nd r ugg t d th in t d f t vi r 

change communication, mor participatory ppr ch w r n d d. 

Graffigna & Olson (2009) suggested that effecti campaign' \\' r lho 

that targeted specific audiences. Among ·oung p opl u h c mp 

would often focus on young p opl ' m ·n probl m 

includ d, and th y ugg t hov. th 11 

int rp r n 1 

mt 
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When respondents were asked if HIV and AIDS messages had influenced 

their sexual behavior, 81.1 percent of them disagreed while 18.9 said 

there was influence on behavior. Table 5.5 below shows these results . 

Table 5 .5 : Whether HIV and AIDS messages influenced the students' 

sexual behavior 

Influence on sexual behavior n % 
Yes 64 18.9 
No 276 81.1 
Total 340 100.0 
Source: Researcher 2011 

The discourse of m edia influence was often scanty. Little attention was 

paid to pr ventive campaigns. Th r was lack of int r t on th p r r 

th participants and th ir r j c ·on of th inform tion, pr du d th 

perceiv d distance of the campaigns from th m, making it diffi ult ~ r 

preventive information to become part of lh ·oung p pl s 

interpersonal exchanges or even influence their sexual b havior. 

Particularly inter ting in thi r gard \ • th t th t th p 1 ti ip 1t 

lk d only in g n r 1 t nn of m 

AI • , withou nin 
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Pl: I think we need shows where all the topics discussed 

identify with the youth in their everyday situations. We can 

relate to something like that 

P2: Shows that look at the problems and challenges of 

young people are popular with the youth. That's what 

we need, nothing else. 

P6: I tell you, movies and testimonials by celebrities can 

have considerable impact. 

In his characteristic passion and finality, the 42 year old male 

senior principal summed it up thus: 

h 

"I appeal to all students to choose carefully the company th y 
keep. The people they relate with influenc th m mo t of th 

time. Peers dictate our lifestyle - our d,-, ing
1 

th 

mannerisms~ the content our talk, the people w int ract wilh
1 

who to go out with among other things. This i 'p , r pr w ', 
and unless young people get their priorities right th y will 

always give in to it. Young people should get mentor and rol 
models whose character is beyond reproach and tit y should 

endeavor to live up to this character. 1his is why I alway ay 

that if you show me your friends, then I u ill t If yoll yow 

character. 

h 



changing behavior, it should be targeted to a specific group rather than a 

general audience. The importance of this lies in the fact that for 

communication to be effective, right messages must be passed through 

the right channels, to the right audience at an appropriate time. 

In a study carried out by Joram (20 10) about the effectiveness of 

interpersonal communication for HIV and AIDS, the mass media were 

found to be less communicative compared to interpersonal 

communication. Further, traditional media such as drama, songs and 

locally produced drama were found to more popular with people. 

According to Lie (2008), the mass media may be important in raisin g a 

g neral awareness, but are less cffectiv in ctually bringing bout 

b havioral chang . Rath r than imply m m r 

int rpersonal interaction arc seen as the mo , f r tin 

preventive consciousness (Lie, 2008). 

Media campaigns and interpersonal communic tion ompl m nt a h 

other in the development of communic lion int rv nti n fm HIV and 

AID pr v ntion and car . h n th m 

int rp r n I comm nic 

Th ombin ti n o m 
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5.2 Discussion of results 

Despite the high awareness of the specific ways in which HIV and AIDS 

is transmitted and how it can be prevented, AIDS is still treated with fear 

and carries many negative symbolic and sexual meanings. It is the social 

meanings of HIV and AIDS which have made the communication of HIV 

and AIDS media messages among the youth a challenge for those 

involved in interventions. 

The study found that students engaged themselves in conversations 

which contributed to their understanding of HIV and AIDS. These 

interpersonal exchanges led to acquisition of lay knowledge about HIV 

and AIDS epidemic and its resulting con qu n . M jority ( 8.8 

percent) of the respondents in this study kn w bout HlV nd AI 

its ways of transmission. This finding is consist nt with th lit r tur 

reviewed. 

This study has shown that in the face of significant ri k of ontrc.l ting 

HIV and AIDS among sexually activ tud nt , th pr ti 

behaviors was still low. For ampl , 0. 

r port d th t th y did no u c nd min t1 
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this will help to encourage behavior that can reduce personal risk and 

further spread of the disease. 

The literature reviewed demonstrates that there is need to seek other 

innovative ways of addressing HIV and AIDS prevention among the 

youth. Kiai (2009) and Govender (2010) have proposed, for example, that 

parents should act as role models to their children as they discuss 

matters of sexuality with them. These scholars suggest also that for HIV 

and AIDS communication to be effective, issues of societal norms and 

values mu st be fully addressed. 

Discourse on HIV in many countrie has r volv d around th f t that 

mo t communication mod 1 have prov d in uffici n in d r II LV 

and AIDS, and that long-term social chang 1' vital i f~ tiv 

addressing the epidemic (Kiai, 2009). This study has 

need for HIV and AIDS communication intervention that ar con 

with the unique mannerisms and lifes 'le o ·oung p opl . Thi h 

found that forms of int rp r onal int r tion 

m ns of cr ating pr v ntiv con iou n 

A th nd o 
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is culturally influenced and therefore risky behavior is a social rather 

than an individual issue (Tsasis & Nirupama, 2008). The scholars 

suggest that it is wrong therefore to assume that decision-making and 

behavior are always rational. This study found out that social factors 

such as relationships have a major impact on behavior, and at times may 

prevent individuals from adopting safe sex practices that prevent HIV 

and AIDS transmission. 

An important factor emerging from many studies in the African context 

is th e n eed to take into consideration local African cultura l values and 

practices. Communication initia tives h ave a chance of su cceeding only 

when situated within the cultural and ocial cont xt of th rg t 

audienc (UNAID , 2010) . Early IIIV and AID initi· t iv f il d 11 th 

African context since they were creat d for a W COl l ·t, \i h r 

individualism instead of community ori ntation ,. 

{Airhihenbuwa and Obregon, 2006). Similarl ', Kunda and Tom lli 

(2009:5) reiterate that "effective health communic tion int rv nti 11 

depend on understanding the knm ·I d ttitud n p1 tic f 

p opl from giv n cultural vi Jt 

hi cl tl t Hl 
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understood as a social construction that needs to be analyzed within a 

broader context in which it is practiced. Other scholars such as Nzioka 

( 1994) agree with them. 

In Kenya, numerous HIV and AIDS education and prevention programs 

that target young people exist (NACC, 2008; KHDS, 2008-9). In spite of 

these efforts, there are important gaps in HIV and AIDS prevention 

methods and how that knowledge is used. Thus, more audience sensitive 

prevention programs may be needed which, not only increase young 

people's knowledge about HIV and AIDS prevention, but also assist them 

in acting upon that knowledge. 

It is important to understand young p opl through th 1 i ur tivi i 

that they pursue, including fun activities indulg in, th ir m di 

preferences, their common language among outh and th ir on 

sexuality. Others include music tastes, leisure time a tiviti , 1 ngu g 

and fashion. 

Kiai t al. (2004) ugg t h n d to u 

motiv tion of youn p opl ir 

pir ti n . h r 

mm 11 I 
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(2010) who said that through the use of films supported by curriculum 

components, young people's awareness of positive health behaviors were 

found to increase. If the intervention strategy uses clear, simple 

messages, with characters that the audience can relate to, then 

edutainment can increase awareness of values (such as self control, 

responsibility) and teach young people better behaviors which can affect 

health status. Bandura (1986) posits that individuals can learn by 

observing and imitating or modeling others in real life or drama 

(television). By allowing students to observe others (film characters), 

models positive behaviors, they are exposed to new guides for action. 

Thi study also confirmed the ob rvation m d in th HIV and AI 

Youth Strat gy (NACC, 2008) that th r w di conn c b tw n m 

interventions and young people. The mass medi w r p r iv d 

portraying young people negatively, as a group to b ~ ar d and th tr 

sexuality issues treated as a problem. 

The study found that the rna s m di 

facts b cau th y ar a urn d to 

r li' bility. How v r, 1 t r on in 1 

1 s m nd 

m n 



This study underscores the importance of continuing to assess 

knowledge about HIV and AIDS among the Kenyan youth, and sheds new 

light on the importance of interpersonal communication to the process 

by which young people learn about HIV and AIDS and use that 

knowledge in relation to their perception of risk and behavior. HIV and 

AIDS programs must be culturally appropriate and work toward 

influencing risk perception, while addressing social norms and values 

that negatively impact vulnerable populations. By impacting cultural and 

social expectations, individuals will be able to more readily adopt safer 

sex behaviors. The development of policies and programs addressing the 

issues in context, as opposed to individual behaviors alone, allows for 

eff clive public health intervention. 



CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter contains a summary of key findings from the study, a 

conclusion drawn from the study findings and recommendations based 

on the objectives of the study. 

6.1 Summary of key findings 

6.1.1 Assessment of HIV and AIDS knowledge 

The findings of this study show that majority of the youth (98.8 percent) 

had knowl dge about HIV and AIDS. Thi knowl dg w bout th 

m aning of HIV and AIDS, its method of lran mi ion, nd wh th r it 

was curable. 

This study found that students talked about sex and HIV and AID . In 

lhe course of their discussions, they created th ir own m ning of HI 

and AIDS. They used metaphor and form of figur ti 1 ngu tor f r 

to HIV and AIDS a a di or to r 1 t th h 

in~ ct d with HIV viru . HI ' 
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The study found that young people relied on common stock of knowledge 

rooted within existing institutions, every day language, shared meanings 

and understandings to make decisions affecting them. 

The study also found out that HIV and AIDS was often the object of an 

interpersonal reframing discourse. Quite often, the relevance of the 

disease was discussed by comparing it with other diseases or social 

problems that present some of its key features. It is interesting to notice 

that this discursive construction of HIV and AIDS allowed participants to 

refra me th e problem and thus moderate both its gravity and its 

relevance. 

Th tudent expre ed th ir fear and cone rn bou th kin 

information they were getting out of their di cour with fri nd . ll 1 ' 

these discourses that generated lay knowledge which oung p opl r li d 

on in their decision making efforts. At times this knm 1 dg did not m 

to assist the youth in making right decision about th ir h lth. 

During th focu group di cu ion , th 1 Ut t 1 HI n 

by t p. r icip nt th mo dr m · di '11 i 
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6.2.2 Perceptions of HIV and AIDS risk among the youth 

The study found out that 60.9 percent of the respondents did not 

perceive themselves to be at risk of HIV infection. Lack of risk perception 

is corroborated by Tsasis & Nirupama (2008) who suggested that one's 

inability to accept reality of risks was caused by the society in which they 

lived. Thus, understanding the way perception of risk is shaped and 

constructed is crucial in identifying why it is has been difficult to 

mitigate the spread of HIV and AIDS (Tsasis & Nirupama, 2008). 

The study found that students reacted to HIV risk by simply denying its 

existence and considering themselves not at risk. They called this 'it

cannot-happen-to-me" syndrome which eem d very common in o ial 

circles. On of the shared thinking among m ny youth bou lllV n 

AIDS was that it was a normal disease just lik malari . 

The study established that students entertain 

discourse in which HIV and AIDS, earlier e n a 

transformed to a "nonissu " that \ a not •orth 

on 's daily life. Thi 
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. 
The findings also corroborated the Kenya National HIV and AIDS 

Communication Strategy for Youth which showed that majority of the 

youth had heard about AIDS but many of them still did not perceive 

themselves to be at risk of HIV infection (NACC, 2008). The study found 

that information about HIV and AIDS alone did not lead to adoption of 

safer sexual behaviors. 

An important finding shared by the key informants and participants in 

focu s group discussions was that students had continued to defer to 

their lay knowledge about HIV and AIDS as generated from their social 

interactions and interpersonal communication n etworks to m ak 

decisions about sex. It is this socially con struct d knowl dg whi h t.h y 

r lied on to assign meanin gs to HIV communication. 

Another important finding was that most female students mak d i ion 

about sex based on fear and not knowledge. For example, girl ' r 

found to abstain from sex simply because th ' ~ ared fulling pr gn nt 

but not because they had suffici nt information bout HIV nd Al 

Owing to p r pr ur , th id th t tl • I und it uit 

dif tcult to r 1 t th t mp ti I to itl lhtit 

fri d J 'th h 



6.2.3 Knowledge of HIV and AIDS and the youth's self-protection 

against possible HIV infection 

The study found that 80.9 percent of the students did not use a condom 

the last time they had sex. This response shows a very low risk 

perception. This finding supported Nzioka (2004) who suggested that 

unprotected sex was still a common feature among young people in spite 

of the high levels of knowledge concerning the protective value of 

condoms and other contraceptives. 

Students pointed out that they did not perceive long - term relationships 

as risky and thus using condoms seemed unnecessary. Moreover, 

participants said that asking a long - term partner to wear ondom 

would imply not trusting his or her commitm nt to th r 1 tion hip 

fidelity. 

The decision to have sex with a new partner ' as oft n conl mplal d 

seriously and was based on the individual' p rc 1 d hon t nd 

reliability. Students observed that a king a n · p ·tn r to u ndom 

would m n not b ing totall' confid nt in th 

pr viou b h vior. Th ud ~ un U1 in \ tl lit 
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The discourse of birth control pills also came to the fore. The youth 

observed that preventing unwanted pregnancies was their main concern. 

This perception tended to lessen the relevance and urgency of HIV and 

AIDS prevention in their sexual relationships. Since young people 's main 

preventive concern in relation to sexual activity was avoiding unplanned 

pregnancies (rather than preventing HIV and AIDS), girls who were using 

birth control pills felt protected and were not concerned about the risk of 

HIV and AIDS. 

However , the respondents stated that owing to the influen ce and 

pressure from their friends, it was hard to practice abstinence. Th ey said 

that only those who h ad not involved them lv s in xual r 1 tion 

could b encouraged to ab stain , if that were po ibl . 

Students said that HIV and AIDS were not easy to talk bout gi n th 

social taboo surrounding its main method of tran mi ion: u 1 

intercourse. Participants referred to the difficul ' of t lking op nl 

sex and sex-related topics with fri nd . In a con rv ti 

that of Africa , x b for marri not 

unmarri d youth p 0 
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The report supported the need to develop a culturally sensitive 

educational intervention program. It was found that talking about HIV 

and sex was considered embarrassing. Participants noted that talking 

about HIV and AIDS among friends was unusual, not because of its link 

with sex but because it was perceived to be too "boring" and "sad" to 

discuss. Furthermore, participants categorized sexual relationships as 

acceptable or promiscuous. Among those in acceptable relationships, the 

participants considered themselves not at risk. The only sexual 

relationships that the youth viewed as risky were the same-sex 

relationships and casual intercourse. 

Th tudy found that mo t young p opl did not both r with lf-

pr L ction again t po ible I IIV infection, v n wh n th y kn w th ri 1 

of unprotected sex. 

6.2.4 HIV and AIDS communication for behavior change 

This study found out that the discourse of m dia influ 11 " a oft 11 

scanty. Students paid little att ntion to m di, 

Th r wa lack of on th p rt o th nd tht:it 
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The study also found out that interviewees talked about HIV and AIDS 

media campaigns only in general terms without mentioning any details. 

This lack of interpersonal exchange about mass media campaigns might 

be based on the limited memory of preventive initiatives and, thus, of 

campaigns low efficacy in changing the youth's attitudes and behaviors 

towards HIV and AIDS. 

The study also found out that according to the students, HIV and AIDS 

media campaign messages were making very little impact, if any. 73.8 

percent of them said the campaigns were not very informative. According 

to them, young people continued to involve themselves in s x 

indiscriminately, in spite of the information b ing p 

th em dia campaign . 

d cro s throu h 

Students in FGDs and key informants argu d that HI nd 

messages could only have an impact if the campaign plann r in d 

the youth in the entire preparation proce s of th c mpaign. Thi " ould 

make them own the campaign and al o id ntif · ' ·th th m. Th 

in upport of variou form of du uld n ut outh 
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The scholars also said that E-E messages enabled individuals in what 

they called socially supportive behavior change. In their earlier work, 

Singhal & Rogers (1999: 144) suggested that "entertainment - education 

has certain effects as a catalyst for triggering interpersonal peer 

communication leading to changes in the social discourse of the 

audience." 

The study found that students disliked HIV and AIDS messages because 

they were created by 'experts' and then transmitted to the audience in a 

one-way, linear manner. Such messages were likely to fail. The students 

supported strongly the importance of young people being active 

participants in HIV and AIDS communication. Camp ign plann r 

always failed to engag or consult their targ l audi nc , th you h in t1 i 

case. 

An important flnding of the study was that campaign should ah: s 

focus on the young people's main problems, x-r lat d i ue in lud d, 

and suggest how these problem might b n goti t d in int 

exchang s. Effective campaign mu t p k th 1 un p pl 

nd b p rc iv d to b t flt t tit • 
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activities and also with the interpersonal communication process (Tufte, 

2008; Joram, 2010). 

The study found out that there was no relationship between knowledge of 

HIV and AIDS and the sexual behaviors of the youth. Knowledge 

acquired from the mass media such as radio and television did not seem 

to influence young people either to abstain or use condoms. Young 

people continue to engage themselves in risky sexual relations. 

The study also established that meanings and interpretations that the 

youth held about HIV and AIDS were generated from their interpersonal 

ommuni ation xchang with th ir p r . 

6.3 Conclusions 

6.3.1 The primacy of Interpersonal Communication 

HIV and AIDS did not seem to be real issues for th outh, at 1 l not in 

their daily lives. Participants in the focus group di cu 1on 

acknowledged the relevance of this epidemic but did not con id r it 

concrct danger for them and th ir ou fh 

nd AID ti ti:.r.in pro 

eli n I "I 1 

did I t h 
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The perception of the participants was that HIV and AIDS were linked to 

death, and this provoked fear and refusal to think about the problem. 

HIV and AIDS were discussed (though not easily) because of the social 

taboos surrounding sex-related issues. In the course of interpersonal 

exch an ges, HIV and AIDS were transformed from being a "big deal" to 

being a "non-issue" through a psychosocial denying discourse. HIV and 

AIDS seemed to be something not really worth thinking about or 

m entioning in daily life. 

This psychosocial denial process is extremely important because it 

fosters some sort of mass media blackout, for at least two main reasons. 

First, b cause young people consider thcmselv not to b t risk, th y 

pay littl att ntion to m dia campaign bout HIV nd AI nd, 

because HIV and AIDS is not an easy or interesting m tt r to di , il 

is unlikely that a preventive campaign \ ould b com 1 obj l of 

interpersonal exchange, and this diminishes its (campaign) it li n 

in changing people's attitudes and behavior . 

Th findings of thi tudy 
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exchanges about preventive messages. In this regard, media campaigns 

like Nimechill that are popular and already objects of young adults' 

exchanges could be powerful channels for broadcasting a preventive 

message because they have a greater chance of becoming part of youth's 

discourses. 

This study holds that inclusive processes need to be implemented in 

such a way that lay discourses about HIV and AIDS are researched, 

analyzed and internalized into HIV control and mitigation programs, 

otherwise preventive campaigns will continue to record minimal 

achievements. Forms of interpersonal interaction h ave also been found to 

b th most effective mean of creating IIIV nd AID pr v ntiv 

consciou n and n d to b con id r d (Jar m, 201 ). 

The impact of dominant social discourses on the norm and lu , 

which influence adolescent behaviors have to b gra p d in ord r to 

move understanding of sexual decision-making a\' · · from mod 1 th t 

suggest rationality bas d on knO\ 1 dg cPh il , 1 ) . R 111 

thi country hould b rna lO\ ' d ol s nt 

xu lity for th tw r n imJ 
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An important contribution of this study, in addition to analyzing the role 

played by interpersonal communication in influencing behavior change, 

was to develop further the methodology for analyzing youth involvement 

in HIV and AIDS communication for behavior change. By combining 

quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection and the 

triangulation of data during analysis, this study has managed to get 

under the surface of figures and numbers of the otherwise most 

commonly used quantitative analysis. Through the extensive quoting of 

views of the focus groups participants and key informants, this study 

has given voice to the growing youth of this country that h ave the 

potential to engage in our country's development ch allen ges. Th is is a 

group of young people that h ave expre sed th ir int re t and willingn s 

to contribut to social ch ange. 

The findings have demonstrated the ability of oung p opl to t bli h 

an interpersonal dialogue with their peers. Such int rp r onul di logu s 

can be used to encourage their colleagues to abst in from ri u 1 

relations and if possible, give th m hop and th d ir to d pt on ' li~ 

to positiv circum tanc . Th find in tl , t int 1 p 1 s n 1 

ffi1 itt I t 
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is more complex than simply talking to the youth about abstinence and 

faithfulness which are the key issues in HIV and AIDS communication 

messages . 

This study underscores the importance of continuing to assess 

knowledge about HIV and AIDS among Kenyan youth and sheds new 

light on the importance of interpersonal communication as a process by 

which young people can learn more about HIV and AIDS and use that 

knowledge for behavioral response. 

6.4 Recommendations 

Ba d on the fin dings of t.hi 

recommendation are m ade: 

s tu dy, th following 

(i) There is need for edutainment programs. Th of 

entertainment-education in mixing produ tion o p op r 

formats with subject matter ba d on th r aliti , n d nd 

nt in uth 
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out by Chesser (2010) among secondary school students in 

South Africa suggests teenagers are interested in participating 

in learning environments which include entertainment (i.e. 

films). 

(ii) As much as possible, edutainment approaches should be 

closely integrated with various youth activities and with the 

interpersonal communication processes where meaning is 

constructed by all those participating. 

(iii) The Kenya Institute of Education should introduce books 

sp cifically written for HIV and AIDS syllabu . u h book 

(iv) 

ould b u ed a re£ r nee text for HIV nd Al chi 

Presently, KIE has only one resource t xt for t aching HIV d 

AIDS. This is "Bloom or Doom: Your Choic , an AID R' ur 

Book for Youth in and out of Secondary school . 

Young people are not adequat 1 • in •ol • d in th pl nning, 

d ign , impl m ntation nd f mmmi tiOI 
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and believe in order to ensure acceptable and appropriate 

interventions. 

The participation of students in HIV and AIDS campaigns can 

be ensured by involving them in the writing poems, plays or 

skits with HIV and AIDS messages. Here, the students may 

have the opportunity to enact their own feelings and by 

extension, own the process of developing HIV and AIDS media 

messages. This can be done during the schools and colleges 

drama festivals held every year. 

(v) The Ministry of Education should make HIV and AIDS 

ducation yllabus examinable lik oth r ubj ct Tt is n t 

nough to teach HIV and AIDS as an int gr t d ubj . M u 

it a stand-alone subject will demonstrat th f lh 

content therein. There is need therefore to r vis lh Hl and 

AIDS curriculum with a vie~ to me ting tud nt' n d . ll 

should focus more on life skills uch d ci i n - m king ·:md 

interpreting ocial tting . 
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6.4.1 Recommendations for further research 

This study presents a number of possibilities for future research as 

indicated below: 

(i) There is need to carry out further research to establish how 

extensive interpersonal networks are among the youth and how 

these networks impact on their behavior. 

(ii) Since this study was limited to public secondary schools in 

Nairobi, there is need for a comparative study to be conducted 

in schools in rural areas. Future studies could also be 

conducted in private secondary schools. 

(iii) The findings also confirm the relevance of studying young 

p oplc's discourses and interpersonal communications on IIIV 

and AIDS in other part of thi country o c li t n 

how health knowledge may be translat d into r li 

and also to find out the conditions that could promol 

preventive behavior. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CONSENT FORM 

My name is Ndeti Ndati. I am a PhD student in Communication and Information Studies 

at the University of Nairobi. 1 am collecting data for my Dissertation titled: The role of 

interpersonal communication in influencing behavioral responses to HIV and AIDS 

prevention among the youth. I kindly request you to participate in this study. The 

exercise will take 30 minutes of your time. 

The information that you provide during the study will be kept confidential. By 

partici pating in this study and answering the questions, you will help to increase my 

understand ing of the needs of young people in terms of sexual health and HIV and AIDS 

communication. 

Your participation in thi study is voluntary and you have the right to refu e to participate 

or ansv.cr any que tion that you feel uncomfortable with. lfy u h ng y ur mind ab ut 

participating during the cour e ofthe tudy you have the right t withdrm at an tim'. 

Declaration of the respondent 

I have understood the purpose of this stud and therefi re on nt 

participate as a respondent. 

ignaturc of the respondent: -------------------------------------

ate: ---------------------------------------

luntnril 



APPENDIX 2 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION 1: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

N• QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

101. Sex of the respondent 01 =Male 
02 =Female 

102. 
How old are you? Record number of years 

99 = Don't Know 

01 =Catholic 
02 = Protestant 

103. What is your religion? 03 =Muslim 
04 = Other (Specify) 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01= Form one 

104. In which class are you? 
02 =Form Two 
03 = Form three 
04 = Form four 
98 = No answer 

SECTION 2: ASSESSMENT OF HIV AND AIDS KNOWLEDGE AMONG THE YOUTH 

N" QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

01 =Yes 

201 Have you ever heard of HIV/AIDS? 
02 =No 

98=Noan er 

99 =Don't 

01 =Yes 

202 Do you think AIDS IS curable? 
02 = 

98: 

99 

01 

203 Do you ho: HI Ira ? 
02 

L -II. -1 

1-1-1 

1-11-1 

1- 11- 1 

1-ILl 

SKIP 

SKIP 

lfNO,go203 

II NO, go to 
5 



01 = High chance 

02 = Moderate chance 1-1-1 
03 = Small chance 

205 What are the chances that you might get infected with HIV? 04 = No chance 

04 =Already Infected with HIV 

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 =Yes 1- 11- 1 If NO, go to 

02 =No 
208 

206 Is there anything you can do to avoid getting AIDS? 
98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 =Avoid sex completely 

02 = Stay faithful to one partner 

03 = Use condoms during sexual intercourse 

04 =Avoid sharing needles 1- 11- 1 

207 If yes above, what can you do? 05 =Avoid commercial sex workers 

06 =Avoid casual sex 

07 =Avoid sharing needles 

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01- Yes 

208 
02 =No 1- 11- 1 

Can you get infected with HIV through a mosquito bite? 
98 No answer 

99 =Don't know 

01 =Yes 1-LI 

Is~ possible for a healthy-looking person to have HIV, the virus 02=No 
209 that causes AIDS? 98=Noan r 

99:: Don't 

01 = Very good 1-l-l 
02=Fa good 

210 Ho.v would you rate your ~.nowledge of HIV/AIDS? 
03& good 

04 Poor 

SECTION 3 PERCEPT! 

N• QUESTIONS 

301 . Do 

2 



N" QUESTIONS ANSWERS SKIP 

01 =Yes 

303 Do your school mates have sexual partners? 02 =No \_ \\_ \ 
98 = No answer 
99 =Don't know 

01 =Yes If NO, go to 
306 

304 Do students in your school influence their colleagues to have sex? 02 =No \_ \_ \ 

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 = By telling them how good it is 

02 = By threatening them 

305 If yes, how? 
03 = By giving them condoms 1-LI 

04 = Other (specify) ----

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 =Those in lower classes 

02 =Those in upper classes \_\_\ 

03 =Girts 

306 Which categories or students are mostly encouraged to have sex? 04 =Boys 

05 = All students 

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 They have Interest In sex 1- 1 I 

02 They have lltUe knowledge about sexual h lth 

307 Why do you think students are eas11y Influenced to have sox? 03 • They fear other stud nts 

98 = No answer 

99 =Don't know 

01 =Yes LJ_J If NO, go to 

02=No 
401 

308 Do these students know the consequences of unprotected sex? 98 =No 8llSi 

99= Don 

01: 

02:~ST W-l 

309 lfy bove, mostproba ? 03• I 

• 
. .... 

99 • ~' t.:ow· 

I 1 



SECTION 4: HIV AND AIDS KNOWLEDGE AND THE YOUTH'S SELF-PROTECTION AGAINST POSSIBLE HIV INFECTIONS 

No QUESTIONS ANSWERS SKIP 

01 =Yes 1- 11-1 If NO, go to 

401 . Have you ever heard about condoms? 02 =No 403 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01 =Yes 1- 11- 1 
402. Can condoms be used for protection against HIV/AIDS? 

02 =No 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01 =Yes 1- 11- 1 
If NO, go to 

403 (a) Have you ever had sexual intercourse? 02 =No 
406 

98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

403(b) At what age? 
Record number of years 1- 11- 1 
99 = Don't know 

01 = School mate 
02 =Brother 
03 =Sister 
04 =Uncle 1- 11- 1 

403 (c) With whom did you have sex? 05 =Teacher 
06 =Friend 
07 = Foreigner 
08 = Other (specify) ----
98 = No answer 

01 =At home 
02 = In School 

403 (d) Where did you have lhe sex? 
03 =In a bush 1- 11- 1 
04 = At a friend's house 
05 = Other (specify) ---
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01 =Yes 1- 11- 1 II NO, go to 

404(1) Did you use a condom the last time you had sex? 
02=No 406 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01 =Male partner 

404 (b) Who suggested the use of the condom? 02 = Female partner 1-lLl 
03 =Self 
98 =No 80S' 

405 Why did you or your sexual partner use a condom? 

Do 



No QUESTIONS ANSWERS SKIP 

01- Yes 

408 Do you discuss how to protect yourselves from HIV infection? 
02 =No 
98 = No answer 1- 11- 1 
99 = Don't know 

01 = Extremely Important 
02 =Important 

409 How important are your friends' opinions about sexual practices? 03 = Not important at all 1- 11- 1 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01- Yes 

410 Are you involved in any extra-curricular activities in school? 02= No 1- 11- 1 lfNO,go501 
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

01 = Sports clubs 
02 = Drama club 

411 If yes, what are they? 
03 = Debate club 
04 = Religious club 1-11-1 
05 = Other (specify)----
98 = No answer 
99 = Don't know 

SECTION 5: ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN HIV AND AIDS ATIITUDE AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE 

N QUESTIONS ANSWERS SKIP 

01 =Yes If NO, go to 

02 No 1- 1- 1 503 
501 . Have ever received information about HIV/AIDS? 

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 =RadiO Lll- 1 
02 =TV/ Video 

03 = Newspaper/magaZines 

502 From which source did you receive mformation about HIV/AIDS? 04 = Pos rlpan-.>/llet 

05 = School eacher 

06 =Friends 

07 = ( ) 



503. 

504 

505. 

1 

N QUESTIONS 

From what sources would you prefer to receive information on HIV/AIDS? 

(More than one answer allowed) 

What Is your opinion about the HIV/AIDS media campaigns that target young 

people? 

Which Is your most memorable HIV/AIDS media campaign? 

Whatdoyoud most bOu ca ? 

ANSWERS 

Mass media 

01 = Radio 

02 =TV/ Video 

03 = Newspaper 

04 = Poster/pamphlet 

Health services 

05 = School clinic 

06 = VCT centre 

People 

07 = Community health worker 

08 =Friends 

09 = Family member 

10 = Peer educator 

Other places 

11 =Youth centres/clubs 

12 =Others (specify) 

01 = Very informative 

02 = Not very informative 

03 = Not Informative at all 

98 = No answer 

99 =Don't know 

01 = Nunechill 

02 = Nakufeel 

03 = Mpango wa ndo 

04 = Other (specrfy) ---

98 =Noans 

99 = [)0(11 kilo 

OJc 

SKIP 

1-1-l 



N QUESTIONS 
ANSWERS SKIP 

01 =Yes If NO, go to 
509 

508 (a) 
02 =No 1- 1- 1 

Have HIV/AIDS media messages influenced your sexual behaviour1 
98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 = Increase In condom use 

02 = Reduced number of sexual partners 

03 = Abstinence 1- 1- 1 

508(b) If yes, which among lhese sexual behaviours has changed most? 04 = Remaining faithful to one sexual partner 

05 = Other (specify) ---------------

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

01 = They are boring 1-1-1 
02 = They are difficult to understand 

509 What is your general feeling about HIV/AIDS media messages? 
03 =They don't address issues about the youth 

04 = Other (specify)----

98 = No answer 

99 = Don't know 

Write down any comments or additional information 

Thank you very much for your bme and he p 



APPENDIX 3 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE 

Note: For each group, the age, sex and educational level (i.e., which class they are in) of the 

participants will be written down 

Knowledge of HIV and AIDS among the youth 

1. What does HIV and AIDS mean? (Probe for the meaning of HIV and AIDS. What is the 

source of their knowledge? Which names or descriptions do they give to HIV and AIDS?) 

2. Which meanings or beliefs do you associate with HIV and AIDS? (Probe for specific 

discussions that generate knowledge about HIV and AIDS. Who initiates and or controls 

these discussions? 

Perception of H IV risks among the youth 

3. How does the knowledge and experience you acquire during social interactions with friends 

influence your perception of risks of HIV infection? (Probe for access to and consistent use of 

condoms, delay in sexual debut, support for safe sex, abstinence or reduction in number of 

sexual partners) 

HIV and AIDS knowledge and Self-Protection against possible HIV infection 

4. How do discussions about HIV and AIDS help you to protect yourselves against possible HIV 

infections? (Probe for HIV meanings arrived at, responses to HIV, feelings of protection 

against possible HIV infection) 

The role of communication in HIV and AIDS a t u 

5. Awareness and kno edge of HIV/AIDS cam 

mean, reaction to campai ns, I o 

(if at all)} 

. Do 

ri 

havior ch ng 

ut t11 ir cont nt, wll t til y 

u I b 11 vior 



7. Would you say that HIV and AIDS media messages are packaged and communicated in 

ways or in a manner that you easily understand? (Probe for information about language used 

in these messages, the lifestyles of young people and how these influence acceptance or 

rejection of the messages. What do they like and dislike about HIVIAIDS preventive media 

messages? How can they be improved to reach teens more effectively?) 

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation . 



APPENDIX 4 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR KEY INFORMANTS 

Note: For each interview, the designation of the interviewee will be written down 

Knowledge of HIV and AIDS among the youth 

1. Do students in your school have knowledge about HIV and AIDS? (Probe: How do they get 

this knowledge? What type of knowledge and understanding about HIV and AIDS do they 

have? What have they learned from the HIV/AIDS curriculum?) 

2. Which meanings or beliefs do students associate with HIV and AIDS? (Probe for specific 

discussions among the youth surrounding HIV and AIDS epidemic, the metaphors and may 

be symbols that the students associate with HIV and AIDS. What interpretations do they have 

about HIV/AIOS?) 

Perception of HIV risks among the youth 

3. How does the knowledge and experience the students acquire during social interactions 

influence their perception of risks of HIV infection? (Probe for access to and consistent use of 

condoms, delay in sexual debut, and support for safe sex, abstinence or reduction in number 

of sexual partners. Have they received information that can help them take precautions 

against HIV infections?) 

HIV and AIDS knowledge and Self-Protection against possible HIV infection 

4. How do discuss1ons about HIV and AIDS help the students to protect themselves against 

possible HIV infections? (Probe for H/V meanings and sponses, ft elings of protection 

again t possible HIV infection. In hich parlicul r 

against HIV infl ction? A th s pro 

HIV/AIDS?) 

dot stud r1t prot ct th ms lv s 

th of 



The role of interpersonal communication in influencing HIV and AIDS behavioural response 

5. Awareness and knowledge of HIV/AIDS campaigns {Probe about their content, what they 

mean, reaction to campaigns, how campaigns have affected or altered the students' sexual 

behavior (if at all)} 

6. In what ways do HIV and AIDS messages conform to what the students know and 

understand about HIV and AIDS? (Probe for information on whether the youth like or dislike 

HIV messages. What are their attitudes, behaviors, habits, language? Do HIV messages 

address their unique habits, attitudes and mannerisms? Do the students accept or reject 

these massages? If so, what reasons do they give for rejecting these messages? On the 

other hand, what do they like about the messages? 

7. How are HIV and AIDS messages packaged and communicated? Do you think the students 

understand these messages? Give reasons for your answer? (Probe for information about 

the language used in these messages, the lifestyles of students and how these influence 

acceptance or rejection of the messages. What do they like and or dislike about channels 

used to communicate HIVIAIDS preventive messages? How can they be improved to reach 

teens more effectively?) 

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 


